
Chapter 4

A Stackelberg Oligopoly General Equilibrium

Model

4.1 Setting

4.1.1 Introduction

Assume two countries that are both rather small but not necessarily similar in size.

There exist two Industries in each country, sector 1 and sector 2. Both sectors face

imperfect competition, two firms each play a non-cooperative game in quantity setting

and set their quantities simultaneously (the Cournot case). Both industries - obviously

not in the autarky case - deliver their goods to an integrated world market. Their

only input is labor, which is intemationally immobile but mobile between sectors and

shows perfect competition on the factor market. This yields a uniform wage rate for

each country. All goods of one sector are perfect substitutes, no significant product dif-

ferentiation is possible. Firms pay a fixed cost for remaining in their industry, which

also works as a sufficiently high barrier to entry for possible new incumbents. Returns

to scale in production are assumed to be constant and there exist no transport cost for

foreign consumption from world markets. Given this setting, it is obvious that the Ri-

cardian cost structure should imply a partial or complete specialization in production

in a general equilibrium solution as in (Samuelson 1964), depending on the voice of

technology parameters. This feature is crucial in comparing the comparative cost ad-

vantages and implied welfare levels. The number of firms is neither endogenous nor

will there be calculated a solution for n firms since this is not relevant to the findings.

A fixed number of firms in a real oligopoly (contrary to monopolistic competition) has
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been the approach since (Wilco  1950).

4.1.2 Organization of the firm and a switch in competition

I assume firms from the home industrial country (the home country h) are able to set

up a distribution channel abroad. This is possible for the fixed cost of G/.21 Firms be-

come multinationals by undergoing this horizontal FDI. But why should a firm open a

distribution channel abroad if this does neither bypass transport cost nor decrease vari¬

able cost, increase demand for a certain differentiated product Variation or decreases

average cost through scale effects? The answer lies within A, which will in detail be

discussed in section 4.2.3 concerning its crucial link between demand and supply in a

general equilibrium with a limited number of sectors. Lambda is the shadow price of

income or the marginal Utility of one unit of income for consumers.

It would be wrong to ignore time and assume a fully simultaneous general equilib¬

rium without anything happening before the equilibrium is determined simultaneously

in the given case with lots of Strategie interaction through countries, factor incomes

and firm behavior. Therefore, one can think of a certain period of time until firms

gather all the information on A, besides the schizophrenically but necessary fact that it

is assumed to be fixed, as mentioned in the discussion in chapter 3 and 4.2.3. Again,

A has to be assumed fixed for firms in terms of wages and profits, because otherwise

firms could generate demand through supply, a problem that has early been captured

by the literature on imperfect competition in general equilibria, f.e. by (Negishi 1961).

This time window between formulating the best response (the reaction functions) and

the actual equilibrium output at given exogenous parameters depends also on A, which

itself contains the term Q,22 and Stands for the sum of all firms fixed cost. As calculated

in section 4.2.2 in equation (4.9), lambda is nothing but:

\consumer* _ a1 2Pl +  2P2 ~  hfill + II2 + A W) -

pl +  Pi

Whatever the perceived demand is, the information on a,, bi and A, are exogenous to

the general equilibrium. The wages (w) are determined in the general equilibrium. Be-

21With no necessary condition whether Gf <=> Ff <=> Fi,.

22Where i is: Autarky, Coumot or Stackeiberg.
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fore facing the general equilibrium generated wages, firms have to calculate with the

e perienced wages from Information on the past or, through a second thinkable way,

in a Schumpeterian fashion a prix crie on wages from trade union negotiations. The

profits (If ) are unknown to everyone as well until the general equilibrium is solved.

The remaining part is fl, the sum of fixed cost from countries home and foreign. Now

the point is: Without doubt it is easier and faster to obtain Information on fixed cost at

home. Therefore, if a firm is multinational and thereby has no more foreign competi-

tors, it is faster in gathering this information. In other words:

Hypothesis 1. A home firm ccm set its optimal quantity before the other competitors do

if it is a multinational and therefore needs less time to collect information on foreign

fixed cost in  l, which i  part of A. The result is Stackeiberg competition since best

responses (reaction functions) have already been formulated by multinationals when

natioiwl firms can do so.

This is exactly what Stackeiberg himself illustrates in a model, where on page 97

in the second paragraph of (von Stackeiberg 1934) he declares:  ... der dargestellte

Unterschied in der marktanalytischen Methode zwischen den beiden Anbiete   be¬

wirkt dieses asymmetrische Ergebnis. "23 This difference in the Organization of the firm,

which can be found as an incentive to undergo FDI, f.e. in (Feenstra 2003), results in

an information asymmetry concerning the speed ofobtaining infonnation rather than

the sum of information a firm gathers when solving the general equilibrium (simulta-

neously). I will call this from now on the time span of percolation.

Table 4.1 shows the timeline and the idea of this timespan of percolation between

formulating the optimal response in a general matter and finding the foreign values for

the actual quantity. The industry leader (or as Stackeiberg calls this to be a firm in the

independent position) is able to answer before period e elapses, while the followers

(or dependent firms in the notion of (von Stackeiberg 1934)) need this time to gather

information on Fj if they are from h and Fh if they are from /. For simplicity it takes

exactly the same amount of time (e) in both directions. The information of the best

response are known to all firms since they can observe foreign technology and wages,

23"... the displayed difference in the market analysis method between the suppliers leads to an asym-
metric result. 
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the demand has no special foreign structure in A except for the mentioned foreign fixed

cost.

Table 4.1: Timeline of formulating the optimal quantity

best response by firms

\
t

->

Quantity setting by leader

]t; t + e{

optimal quantity non-leaders (Cournot)

Quantity setting by non-leaders (Stackeiberg)

t E

The Strategie motivation will be further discussed in chapter 5 since this setting

of imperfect competition and asymmetric speed of collecting information is perfectly

in line with the idea of (von Stackeiberg 1934) concerning the massive interaction on

markets even in the absence of modern game theory and in the setting of a one shot

simultaneous general equilibrium.

4.2 Demand

4.2.1 LINEAR QUADRATIC PREFERENCES

The choice of preference settings is a crucial Step in searching for a general oligopolis-

tic equilibrium (GOLE). One of the best reviews of this key Step can be found in

(Neary 2003). The intention is not to find any arbitrary form of demand functions that

simply work with oligopolies in general equilibrium but to find a formulation of de¬

mand that does not allow Strategie complements on firm output, which would lead to

Bertrand competition in a Strategie game. Also, non-monotonicity of reaction func¬

tions is a not desired feature since this would lead to "jumps" in strategies depending

on the share of firm output on a market. These jumps, that may be fully rational with

respect to the profit function and fixed cost, make no sense though when looking at

pure output in reaction functions as mentioned in (Neary 2007).

Section 4.2.2 will derive linear demand form quadratic preferences. This Step may

look trivial but is wisely chosen. If we assume a small number of Industries, every

oligopolist has to treat other industry product prices as given and constant. This ap-

proach, together with a constant perceived A, as in (Negishi 1961) and (Marschak &
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Selten 1974), yield the necessary feature of demand as the utility maximizing set of

goods with limited budget for consumers: Linear, calculable and non-influenceable by

firms and best choice for consumers.

4.2.2 First Order conditions

Utility is assumed to be quadratic as mentioned in the previous section:

U    i + U2j

( i)2  
0.1 TT X b a2T 2

( 2)2
2

(4.1)

Consumers generate income through three channels: labor by work, profits of imper-

fectly competing goods markets firms and sunk cost by paid fixed cost (0). These sunk

cost, as well as profits from sector one (El ) and sector 2 (II2) are distributed in a lump

sum fashion. Labor supply (A) is multiplied by the endogenous wage rate (tu). Income

is nothing but:

= to;A; + tu A + El + n2 + 0;. with l   (4.2)

and i = A,C,S for Autarky, Cournot, Stackeiberg

The aggregated consumption part of the economy - preferences are assumed to be

identical and homothetic - therefore maximizes the following Langrange:

C = aiXi - + a2X2 - + A ['F - piXi - P2X2} (4.3)

Partial derivation to goods one and two and the shadow price of income are the three

first order conditions (FOCs):

dc _
dxi

ai   biXi   \ \ = 0, (4.4)

dC
dx2

0,2   b2X2   \p2 = 0, (4.5)

dC
d\ ~ v - P1X1 - P2X2 = 0. (4.6)
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Solving (4.4) to (4.6) yields:

üipI - Ü2P1P2 + &2Pi(ni + n2 + Aw + D)

pl + b2Pi

consumer*
2

consumer*

a2pl   aiPiP2 + P2&i(ni + n2 + Aw + 0)
pl + b2p\

CLibzPi + bia2p2 ~  i Hi + II2 + A.w + 0)

biP2 + b2Pi

Or, without forgetting that A does not drop out and is equal to (4.9):

consumer*
X\

consumer*
2

a\ ~Pi 

bi

Ü2 - P2 

b2

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

The following changes occur for the switch from autarky to trade between home coun-

try h and foreign country /: A/ is introduced (the foreign labor supply), profits are

differentiated between by countries, the wage rate at home (wh) and abroad (iuj) may

differ, but since taste is identical among countries and there exists only one integrated

world good market, the solution to the FOCs (4.4) to (4.6) does not change.

4.2.3 TheroleofA

Perceived demand for firms is linear since they treat A as constant. This idea arises

in (Negishi 1961) as the only solution to kinky demand curves. Only in a general

equilibrium solution, the perceived demand curve by firms (which is now a partial

equilibrium approach) and the real demand curves are equal (due to an equal value for

A), which means that this solution to profit maximization firms and utility maximiza-

tion by consumers/workers is viable in the general equilibrium, or  real  perceived'

In the further discussion on supply, the shadow price of income A will be perceived by

firms, especially due to its properties on foreign fixed cost and the time lag mentioned

in section 4.1.2. The sections up to 4.2.3 have talked about real lambda since this was

a utility maximization by consumers/workers. The sections on general equilibrium

Solutions need no further discrimination between real and perceived since those two

have to be equal to obtain a general equilibrium in the system. The demand System
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and its properties, that have been discussed in section 4.2.1 are necessary to guarantee

the mentioned substitutability of output of firms and allow a linear and thus monotonic

reaction function in A.

4.3 SUPPLY

4.3.1 PROFIT MAXIMIZATION

4.3.1.1 A tarky

In autarky, two firms in both of the two markets compete against each other. The as-

sumption is that all markets face imperfect competition to a certain degree in order not

to allow the wage - which equalizes between sectors but later on cannot do so inter-

nationally due to the immobility of labor - to be formulated at a perfectly competing

(bigger) industry, which would somehow weaker the general equilibrium. Firms face

the Standard profit function:

iji = (pj - Cj'jXjj - F with j = 1,2 is the sector and (4.12)

* = 1,2 is the firm. (4.13)

Firms are equal in productivity and products are perfect substitutes. In the autarky case

it is obvious that ttA = 4F. Fi ed cost are assumed to be sufficiently high to prevent

other entrepreneurs from entering the industries. Marginal cost are constant:

Cj = ctjivi. (4.14)

The technology coefficient oy is exogenous, the wage wt for l = h, f endogenous and

both may differ between countries (aflj   ajj and wi,   w/). Firms know from the

consumer utility maximization that direct demand is x* = bjijA , but they do not

know that they could influence demand by raising supply and thereby paying more

wages and profits to workers and shareholders respectively, i.e. supply must not create

its own demand. This assumption could also have been made the other way round, but

I assume it to be more realistic to maximize firm profits with given demand rather than

maximize utility and avoid consumption financed over higher supply as an effect of

higher demand and therefore income. This discussion about a necessary schizophrenia
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can also be found in f.e. (Ruffin 2003b). Deriving the firm FOCs in autarky is nothing

but maximizing profits at the same time and mutual Implementation of the opponents

reaction function (Coumot):

ditj 

dxji
(Pi - ci)

dpi
n X3i
OXji

for     1, 2; i   1, 2.

This yields the reaction functions:

(4.15)

reaction
j ®

Oj   bjXfa   luajX
for j,k = 1,2\ j   k; i = 1,2. (4.16)

Simultaneous quantity setting (the Coumot case), therefore yields optimal (Nash equi-

librium) quantities:

firm*

sector*
X3

cij   wajX

3bj

2(a,j   wctjX)
for j = 1,2.

Knowing this one can easily calculate the optimal price and profit:

(4.17)

(4.18)

firm*
Pj

a,j bj
2(aj wajX)

3  

firm* _ j aj bjXj ajW Xji   F for j   1,2] i = 1, 2.

(4.19)

(4.20)

fl in this case is nothing but the sum of fixed cost F paid by two firms in two sectors

or Qa = 4F1.
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4.3.1.2 Trade and Cournot competition

The four firms per sector, two in each country face the following profit function:

tthn (Pl C hl)Xhw Fh, (4.21)

Tthli = (pi - Chi)xhi2 - Fh, (4.22)

7 /i21 = ( 2 - Ch2)xh21 - Fh, (4.23)

th22 = (P2 - Ch2)xh22 - Fh, (4.24)

/u = ( l - cfi)xfn - Ff, (4.25)

7 /12 = (pi - c/l)*/12 _ Ff, (4.26)

71 /21 ( 2   c/2)a;/2i   Ff, (4.27)

1/22 (P2    /2) 3 /22   Ff. (4.28)

Now, the fixed cost are higher, or ilc = 4 /, + AFj. Each firm simultaneously deter-

mines the quantities by maximizing profits with respect to for country l, sector j

and firm i, or:

= (Pj ~ cy) + for Z = Ä, /; j = 1, 2; i = 1, 2. (4.29)
OXiji UXiji

(4.29) are the FOCs of all eight firms and leads to the reaction functions:

reaction
lji

dj WiOtijX bj(xijk H  'Emji  t~  Cmjk)

for l,m = h,f; l   m\ j   1,2; i,k   1,2; i   k.

(4.30)

The reaction functions from (4.44), given with the fact that both firms of a cer-

tain country and sector will set identical quantities allows to solve the set of reaction

functions to obtain the eight profit maximizing quantitites:

firm* 4? 4  2,Wmamj\ SWiQfj\
Xlji __  

for l,m   h,f] l   m;   = 1,2; i   1,2.
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4.3.1.3 Trade and Stackeiberg competition with one leader

Starting at equations (4.29) and (4.44), where firms formulate their best response to

every setting of demand, technology and income to their competitors, the move order

changes. Assume that in sector two - instead of simultaneous quantity setting - firm

one of sector two maximizes its quantity Cx'/ i) before the others do because it has

decided to undergo the FDI G  and has become a multinational. From rational best

responses it knows its competitors reactions functions:

dlth22

dxh22

dttf 2i

dxf21

dttf 22

<92/22

= 0 = ®2 ~ &2 (2/21 + 2 22 + Xh21 + 2fc22) b2Xh22
OLh2Whi (4.32)

A X

= 0 = a2   62 (2/2i + Xf22 + Xh2l + 2/!,22) &22/21
af2Wf, (4.33)

A A

= 0 = a2    2 (2/21 + Xf22 + 2 21 + Xh22) 22/22
- Olf2Wf. (4.34)

A A

The multinational firm can now maximize its profits  t     knowing the competitors

reaction from (4.32) to (4.34). To do so, the firm first has to eliminate the reaction of

its opponents to the other two opponents (i.e. eliminate three unknows out of three

equations):

reaction
xh22

reaction
/21

2 - b2xl  er + 2wfOif2\   3whah2\

4&2

2 - b2xl er - 2w/a/2A + whah2)\

462

(4.35)

(4.36)

reaction
xf22

«2 - b2Xltefer - 2w/Q  2A + iuhah2\

462
(4.37)

Equations (4.35) to (4.37) are now being inserted in the profit function of the leader

before this firms derives its optimal quantity. By doing so it the leader takes into

account the optimal reaction of the followers to its decision, which follows later as
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stage two. Thus, Step one is nothing but:

leader*
nh21 {pl2eader-c2) 2 r-Fh-Gf,

[ a2 b2 (* ) \  leader
I    &h2wh I xh21 F  - Gf,

leaderwith x'

or xl2eader

reaction , „reaction ,  reaction ,  leader
Xh22 +Xf21 + Xf22 + Xh21 >bf21 bf22

3a2 + b2Xh2i   2wfatf2\  
,

(4.38)

dnfälder =0   xieader* = Q2 + 2wfaS2\ -  whah2\
öxieader  1 2fe2

Step two is the answer by the three followers, one from country h and two from /.

They can not afford to veer their best response and react according to their reaction

functions (4.35) to (4.37) respectively:

follower*
Xh22

ü2 + 2wfaf2X   3u)foQ:h2\

8b2
(4.40)

follower*
xf21

a2   6iUfaf2\ + bwhahz 

8b2
(4.41)

follower*
Xf22

a2   6vjf(Xf2\ + Sto/jö/ A

8b2
(4.42)

Equations (4.40) to (4.42) show that the followers in the countries do not react with the

same strength to a Variation in the comparative cost structure. A detailed analysis of

price-making and leader power versus comparative cost advantages follows in section

5.4. Sector one is still in Cournot competition as in section 4.3.1.2, therefore the

optimal quantity remains unchanged (from a partial equilibrium standpoint of supply

- the general equilibrium will reveal a change in profits and wages and therefore a

different demand through income and A for all sectors):

firm*
Xlli

__ for l,m h, /; l=  m; i 1, 1.43)
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4.3.1,4 Trade and Stackeiberg competition with two leaders

This is just a slight Variation to the previous section. Now, both home firms of sector

two undergo the foreign direct investment G  to speed up in gathering information on

A and thus being able to formulate their optimal quantities earlier. In other words, both

home firms set their quantities simultaneously and before the foreign firms set their

quantities simultaneously. Best responses have not changed and are still:

reaction _ a3 ~ Wl&ijX   bj Xjjk + Xmji + xmjk)~ 2bj

for l,m   h,f; l  m  j = 1, 2; i,k = 1,2] i   k.

Step one is profit maximization of home firms, which both know about this reaction by

foreign firms. Deleting the information on the reaction on the other foreign firms leads

to:

reaction
l/21

Xreaction
/22

a2 - b2xl ter - b2xl  r - Wf<Xf2 

3b2

a2 - b2xlfäfer - b2xl er - WfOtf2X

3 o

Home firms therefore face the following profit maximization problem:

= (jp2eader   C2) x 2°der   Fh   Gf, with * = 1,2

!er'\

Oth2 üh 1 X~h2

lh2i

'a2-b2 (xlleader)

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)

2leader jr- Th -  »

„.UV, „,2leader    Zleader .  Ueader . „reaction , reaction
Wi  Xr, =   2l t   22 1   f -\ t X jbf21 bf22 )

or x22leader
2a2 + b2(xh2i +  /i.22) ~ 2wfOif2\

3b2

Q  eaäer

g2leader

n .. 2leader* ü2 + 2lUfaf2X - 3whah2X
0 »»M, =   ¦ (4.47)
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Step two is profit maximization of foreign firms after watching the chosen quantities

of their industry leaders and competitors from the country h:

follower* a2 - 7Wfaf2\ + 6lVhOlh2 
Xf21 ~ 9b2

follower* a2 - 7wfaf2\ + 6whah2X
Xf22 ~ %2

(4.48)

(4.49)

Of course, in this setting one cannot see a difference in the strength of reaction among

followers since both are located in country /, although a reaction to a change in the

cost of country / hits the followers harder (by factor 7) than a change in the cost of

country h (by factor 6). Again, the resulting implications and thresholds are the topic

of section 5.4. The quantities of sector one remain unchanged from the Cournot case

and are still:

firm*
xm

U  T 2x 77} O'jft A 3iü/ O/1A

5&i
for l,m   h, /; l m] i = 1,2.

4.3.2 Factor markets

The only input needed in production is uniform labor. National endowments of labor in

home h and foreign / can be different and are A/, and Aj respectively. Full employment

and a competitive factor market are assumed, since the low number of firms at home

and abroad lead to imperfect competition on product markets but a lot of workers at

home and abroad lead to perfect competition on the factor market. Full employment

is a common simplification assumption that will not lead to distorted results. At the

time firms choose their quantities to perceived demand they obtain information about

the amount of labor they need as an input. Given the cost functions are cy = oqwi

with j = 1,2 as in equation (4.14) but now of course also with l = h, f for different

technologies and wage rates in both countries, demand for labor is nothing but:

emand = with t = h . j =   2. (4.50)

Given the fact that labor is perfectly mobile between Industries but not intemationally

leads to a nationally uniform wage rate. Market Clearing for the factor market thus is

nothing but supply through endowment equals demand arising by profit maximization,
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or:

A/( = Ihi + U  = ahix*hi + ah2X*h2 for the home country h and (4.51)

Af = lfi+lf2 = afix*fl +af2x*f2 for the foreign country/. (4.52)

4.4 Equilibrium in Autarky

4.4.1 Choosing a numeraire

While there must not be any difference in the results of a general equilibrium with per¬

fect competition if the numeraire is changed, there are serious concems that the choice

of the numeraire has a major impact on the solution under oligopoly or monopoly as

pointed out by (Cornwall 1977), (Böhm 1994) and (Willenbockel 2004). The assump-

tion of a continuum of sectors bypasses this problem by stating that a firm is large in its

sector but infinitesimal small on an economy wide level. This has been the approach

by Neary in (Neary 2003) and (Neary 2007). For a small number of sectors such as in

(Gabszewicz & Vial 1972) and (Ruffin 2003/?), the assumption of a schizophrenically

acting firm is made.24 Both approach share a common feature: The bypasses avoid

massive problems in the choice of the numeraire, eise - as (Willenbockel 2004) shows

- not doing so would allow to make every desired output level (or price) the equilib¬

rium quantity and price. (Ruffin 2003b) calls this problem a red herring, hinting at the

fact that choosing a certain numeraire makes no or perfect sense, depending not on the

choice but the problem of limiting general equilibrium by introduction perceived (i.e

not open to influence) demand, scientific theory would call this an ignoratio elenchi.

(Gabszewicz & Vial 1972) mention that rejecting a choice of the numeraire would

imply rejecting imperfect competition in partial equilibrium as a whole.

The approach of this dissertation is to assume firms to be schizophrenically and to

differ between real and perceived demand - as discussed in other chapters. It is the

designated feature of an incomplete market that firms can influence prices and thereby

income in a general equilibrium. A very high number of sectors, a non-traded big part

of the economy or the introduction of money as a neutral valve through expectations

24One could also state this problem as implementing partial equilibrium ceteris paribus cmalysis into a
general equilibrium framework.
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are just different ways to bypass the very same problem. Since the focus of this work is

not to set up a new approach on this problem but research on the motivation for market

leadership, a possible explanation for multinational activity through features in the

Organization of the firm and the trade-off between leadership Status and comparative

cost structures and endowments, I will set the price of good one pi = 1, given the

assumption that firms in this model do not realize their possible influence on the whole

economy, it would make no difference to choose any other endogenous variable for the

numeraire. Moreover, the approach presented by (Negishi 1961) is one that may sound

artificial. Though, to discriminate between real and perceived demand in a model with

- for the sake of simplicity - two sectors is just a bypass to model a real economy

with thousands of (but not indefinitely many) sectors as long as one can bear the fact

that assumptions may lead to minor deviations. Literature and research has shown so

far that these deviations are very likely small enough not to invalidate the presented

findings on Strategie interaction, welfare and trade patterns.

4.4.2 Solution

The equation System in autarky is well-defined by the following System in table 4.2.

The twelve endogenous variables are  ,Pi,P2,Xi,x2, h, A, IIi, n2, II, of which

Pi, the price of good one is the numeraire, or pi = 1. This leaves eleven equations for

eleven endogenous variables. The solution to the System of table 4.2 will be presented

in the text, the general Solutions to the trade in Stackeiberg and Coumot competition

cases will be found in detail in the appendix.25 The general solution - the case without

any further information on the exogenous variables A, ou, a2 and F - thus is written in

equations (4.53) to (4.64), mind the slightly different notation in the indexes since this

is Mathematica output. The SOLVE[] loop of Mathematica uses a Gaussian elimina-

tion algorithm. It can eliminate n endogenous variables from n independent equations

using 2n3/3 equations. Thus, computational assistance in solving these models even

though they have 20-30 endogenous variables becomes complex to the power of three.

The Gaussian elimination is a simple but efficient algorithm. It rearranges equation by

equation to eliminate one variable at a time, iterating this procedure for every single

endogenous variable until no endogenous variable is left in the solution. If the pro-

25The solution to the autarky case is short enough to present it representatively for all general cases.
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Table 4.2: Autarky with Cournot competition

2 product markets

demand ai Pl 
l  bi

Ü2 P2 
X2~ b2

supply
2(ai-wai\)

l 3bi
2(a.2-wa2\)

X2 3&2

11 = Xi2 =  

%2l ~  22    2

factor market

demand 11 = a\w

12 = a2iu

supply h

market Clearing Ah = h + h

income equations

consumers $ = wL + n + fi

n = 4 

firms n = Ei + n2

rii = Ol - Ci)xi - 2F

n2 =  i -  2)x2 - 2 

Ci = CtiW

c2 = a2w
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cedure is applied on a linear System as the one presented in table 4.53 (and also the

other upcoming general equilibria), there is only one single equilibrium solution pos-

sible, which eases economic determination and Interpretation tremendously. It does

though not teil us if the outcome makes perfect economic or sense, or if f.e. firm

profits are negative, which would be a non-feasible outcome. This reduction algo-

rithm can be found long before the tremendous oeuvre of the German mathematician

and physicist Carl Friedrich Gauß (1777-1855). The Chinese nine books of arithmetic

technique, written between 200 BC and 100 AD, have already implemented this elim-

ination method. European scientists have not used it explicitly until Lagrange and

Gauß. More complex problems that reach the constraints of modern computing need

iteration methods (ways of Splitting the endogenous variable matrices), but the models

presented in this work are computed in less than one minute.
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pl -> 1, (4.53)

p2
2alala2b2 + 3a2a 22bl + al2a2b2 - 3a2blb2Ah (4.54)
alQ 22bl + 3alal2b2 + 2ala2a2bl -3alblb2Ah 

VP
2a 12 (l8alb2F + a22) + 9Ah( lb2(al - 4blF) + a2a2bl)

3ala22bl + 9al l2b2 + 6ala2a2bl - 9alblb2Ah

4ala2a2(al - 6blF) + 2ala22(al + 6bl ) - 9blb2Ah2
3al 22bl + 9alal2b2 + 6ala2a2bl - 9alblb2Ah  

(4.55)

xl
2ala22   2ala2o:2 + 3alb2Ah

3 (a22bl + a l2b2)
(4.56)

x2
2alala2 + 2al2a2 + 3a2blAh (4.57)

3a22bl+3al2b2

ii
l (2ala22   2ala2a2 + 3alb2Ah)

3 (a22bl + al2b2)
(4.58)

12
a2 (  alala2 + 2al2a2 + 3a2blAh)

(4.59)
3 ( 22bl+al2b2)

6alalb2 + 6a2 2bl - 9blb2Ah (4.60)
2ala'22bl + 6alal2b2 + 4a'la2Q2bl   6Q lblb2Ah,

A
ala22bl + 3alal2b2 + 2ala2a2bl - 3alblb2Ah (4.61)

3 22bl+3al2b2

->
(4al2a24bl - 4al (a23bl(2ala2 + 3a2blF) + 3ala22blb2(4 lF - Ah) + 9al ,b22 )

(6 (a22bl + al2b2) (ala22bl + 3alal2b2 + 2ala2a2bl - 3 lblb2Ah))

albl(2a2a2 - 3b2Ah)(2a2( la2 - 6 2blF) - 3alb2(4al  + Ah))
+ (6 (a22bl + al2b2) (ala22bl + 3alal2b2 + 2ala2a2bl - 3alblb2Ah))  

(4.62)

4 (al4b2 (a22 - 9alb2F) - 2al3a2a2b2(al + 3blF) - 3ala24bl2  + alal2a22b2(al - 12blF) - 6ala2a23bl2F)
6 (a22bl + al2b2) (ala22bl + 3alal2b2 + 2ala2a2bl - 3alblb2Ah)

( 12alblb2Ah (a2(-alo2 + ala2 + 3a2blF) + 3 l2b2F) + 9 22bl2b2Ah2
+ 6 ( 22bl + al2b2) (al 22bl + 3alal2b2 + 2 la2a2bl - 3alblb2Ah)  

(4.63)

4al2 22 - 8ala2a2(al + 6bl ) - 24alF ( 22bl + 3al2b2) + 4al2a22 + 9blb2Ah(8 lF + Ah
(4.64)

6 (al 22bl + 3al l2b2 + 2ala2a2bl - 3alblb2Ah

This general solution leaves of course no room for a further understandable or straight

forward analysis of the result. To do so, it is tremendously helpful to add numerical

values for the exogenous variables. They are ai = a2 = 80, b] = 62 = 10 and
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Ah = 100. This yields f.e.:

4 (q:i(75   4a2) 4  402 )
Xl 3 (cii2 + a 22)

4 (4a i2 + 75ci2   4a ici2)
X2 3 (cii2 + ö22)

Fixing a 2 = 30 allows to plot the following graph: Figure 4.1 shows that as long as

Figure 4.1: Volume of production of good xx (red) and x2 (green) at q2   30.

production of good one is relatively cheaper and both goods are assumed to deliver

the same utility (ai = a2 and bi = b2 - no strict preference on the equal amount of

goods) the output of good xi will be higher. At c i = 30 = «2 both goods will be

produced (and thereby consumed) in equal quantities and the production of good X2

will overtake as soon as good x\ gets more expensive in production. Note that figure

4.1 already shows a very important feature of the latter trade general oligopolistic

equilibria: Above a\ = 40, the equilibrium production of good aq becomes negative,

which makes no economic sense. In other words: Not any arbitrary combination of

exogenous factor values delivers a general equilibrium, or more precisely: Relative

production cost must not be too extreme. To display a possible outcome, the following

values describe a general equilbrium: Table 4.3 makes perfectly economic sense. The
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Table 4.3: General oligopolistic equilibrium in autarky at a.\ = 31, a2 = 30, ai =

a2 = 80, bi~b2 = 10 and Kh = 100

1 $ -» 3.248595767

->• 1.579795809

l2 -> 51.02632993

Hi -> 0.194367245

Pi 1

x2 -> 1.700877664

0.028289253

n2 -»• 0.225303179

p2 -)• 0.981140498  

Zi 48.97367007

A 64.202041913

n ->¦ 0.419670424 )

(equilibrium) price of good two p2 is relatively small compared to good one since at

indifference between the two goods in the consumers preferences and a slightly lower

cost of production (0:2 = 30 <  x = 31) marginal revenue cross marginal cost at a

lower price in good x2. The amount produced is thus higher in good x2, which also

means that the amount of labor spent for production of good two is slightly larger

(Z2 > h) and, of course, h + k = 100 = Kh. At equal preferences for good one and

two, lower cost of production and a higher production, firms in sector 2 make more

profits (IIi < n2) and again, üi + II2 = II.

4.5 Equilibrium in Trade and Cournot competition

4.5.1 The Solution

When trade is opened the structure of exogenous parameters change in the follow-

ing aspects: There exist (except the knife edge cases of technological symmetry and

wage symmetry or symmetry in overall cost per unit) comparative cost advantages for

one good for each country. Factor endowments of labor A/, and A  may be different,

factor markets are segregated and labor can not move internationally. Product mar-

kets for both world markets are integrated, thus the System changes from a duopoly

case to a quadropoly with two firms in each country. Firm profits are again split up

in a lump sum26 fashion with demand being represented by aggregated demand like

2(1 In detail, profits are distributed in a national lump sum fashion. This feature will be discussed in
section 4.5.2
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in section 4.2.2. Of course, it is later possible to calculate national income and trade

pattern due to the knowledge about the production sites of production and the im¬

plied national wages paid and profits earned. Wages that are different internationally

will be the most likely outcome. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the necessary equations

for the general equilibrium with cournot competition and the 23 endogenous variables

j Pl j P2i ¦Z l)   il j *E/1 j * 21 •£ft2) %f2 j Ihh Iflt 1 lh2)  hi   f j  i, 112)

na, ri/,2, H/i, 11 2 and n, where px is again the numeraire. Supply has been calcu-

lated in section 4.3.1.2.

Solving this System leads to a much longer solution formulation, but still we only

obtain one single global solution, which can be considered quite a success and this

is mostly to the well-defined demand properties with linear demand, quadratic pref-

erences and a given and perceived demand for firms. The general solution with no

exogenous variable fixed can be review in Appendix 2.3.1. Assuming the same values

ax = a2 = 80, bi = b2 = 10 as in the autarky case and Splitting the labor force equally

to A/, = A/ = 50 gives the following results for the equilibrium production of goods 1
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Table 4.4: Trade with Coumot competition

2 product markets

demand %iz
oi PiA

6i

X2Z_02 PzA
b2

supply hl
n ai+2wfa fiXSwhQhi 

~ 1 5bi

Xh2
0.2+2™ fajzX SwhCthiX

~ Z 562

Xfi
0 ai+2whathi\ 3wf<Xfi\
1 56i

Xf2
a2- -2wflo:h2X 3wfaf2 

~ A 5b2

Xhn = Xhl2 =

Xh21  Xh22 = X- 

xfn =
Xfl

: Xfl2 = ~ 

Xf2l =
Xf2

: xf22 = -ir

X\ = Xhl + Xfl

X  = Xh2 + Xf2

factor market

demand ki = OlhlWh

.2 : h2 w

Ifl = a wf

lf2 Uf2Wf

supply A/,,

A/

market Clearing A/,, ==  l + k2

A/ =- i  +   
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Table 4.5: Trade with Coumot competition continued

income equations

consumers $ = ru/jA/, + ?r>/A/ + n + f2

ü = 4Fh + AFf

firms n = nh + n/

nhi = (pi - chl)xhl - 2Fh

h2 = (P2   Ch2)Xh2   2i?/1

H/1 = (pi - C  ®/  - 2Ff

H/2 = (p2   Cf2)Xf2 - 2Ff

H/j = H/jj + Uh2

f =  fl + uf2

Chi = OL lWh

Ch2 = OL  W 

Cfi = OtflWf

C/2 = af2Wf
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and 2 in /i and /:27

afl2 (ahl(250 - 16ah2) + 48ah22) - 4aflah2(af2(8ahl - 8ah2 + 50) + 75ah2)
afl2 (5ahl2 + 9ah22)   8aflaf2ahlah2 + af22 (9ahl2 + 5ah22)

2af2 (6(25 - 4af2)ahlah2 + 225af2ahl + 8af2ah22)
+ afl2 (5ahl2 + 9ah22) - 8aflaf2ahlah2 + af22 (Dahl2 + 5ah22)

Xh2

Xfl

Xf2

2afl2(8ahl(ahl - 3ah2) + 225ah2) + 4aflahl(af2(8ahl - 8ah2 - 50) + 75ah2)
afl2 (5ahl2 + 9ah22) - 8aflaf2ahlah2 + af22 (9ahl2 + 5ah22)

2af2 (6(4 f2 - 25)ahl2 + af2(125 - 8ahl) h2)
+ afl2 (5ahl2 + 9 h22) - 8aflaf2 hl h2 +  f22 (9ahl2 + 5ah22)

50 fl (5ahl2 + 9 h22) + 4af22 (8 hl h2 + 3ahl(4 hl - 25) + 4ah22)
afl2 (5ahl2 + 9ah22) - 8 flaf2 hl h2 +  f22 (9 hl2 + 5ah22)

4af2 (afl (4 hl2 + 8 hl h2 + 3ah2(4 h2 - 25)) + 50 hl h2)_afl2 (5 hl2 + 9 h22) - 8aflaf2ahl h2 + af22 (9 hl2 + 5 h22)

4afl2 (4 hl2 + 8 hl h2 + 3 h2(4 h2 - 25)) + 50af2 (9 hl2 + 5 h22)
fl2 (5 hl2 + 9ah22) - 8 flaf2 hl h2 + af22 (9 hl2 + 5 h22)

4afl (af2 (8 hl h2 + 3 hl(4 hl - 25) + 4 h22) + 50 hlah2)_afl2 (5 hl2 + 9 h22) - 8afl f2 hl h2 + af22 (9 hl2 + 5 h22)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

A few plots of this scenario help to understand the equations (4.65) to (4.68) in detail

and check, whether they are intuitively correct. Figure 4.2 shows a 3D plot of home

production with volume on the vertical z axis and technology parameters from 0 to 50

on the x and y axis.

Given the case that the production of x i is relatively cheap (07,1 < 07,2 at the same

Wh), the red plane is above the green one (which would be on the right side of the plot).

Comparing the produced amount of one good {x\) between countries, so 3. ,1 and Xf\

gives the 3D plot presented in figure 4.3.

Obviously, also between countries, technology parameters have to be rather similar

to allow a feasible general equilibrium. Figure 4.3 makes perfectly economic sense

again: If production of good 1 at home is relatively cheap (othl/ah2 < 0/1/0 2), i-e. 27

27Mind again the slightly different notation in lower Indexes from Mathematica.
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nh2

6

Figure 4.2: Volume of production in h with xhi (red) and x'/i2 (green) at o jj = a/2 =

30.

Figure 4.3: Volume of production of Xi with Xhi (red) and x/i (blue) at 0712 = 33 and

ex f2   30.
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there exists a comparative cost advantage for good one at home, home production will

be larger than foreign production: The red plane is above the blue one and vice versa.

But why don t we get a complete specialization in the absence of a curved production

possibility frontier? Imperfect competition allows foreign firms to stay in sector one

even though they have a comparative cost disadvantage and face constant retums to

scale in production. Their profits may shrink but they are still high enough to cover

marginal and fixed cost and make non-negative profits. Also mind the detail in figure

4.3 that the front-rear axis of equal production at home and abroad is slightly shifted

to the left. This is due to the fact that ah2 = 33 and a/2 = 30, so the home country has

an absolute disadvantage in good two, which has to be compensated in the a i and ft/j

System. To calculate the threshold of positive production of good one abroad (a:/i), we

Start at:

Xfi > 0, or

SOctfl (Sohl2 + 9ah22) + 4o:f22 (8ahlah2 + 3ahl(4ahl - 25) + 4a 22)
° < afl2 (5ahl2 + 9ah22) - 8afktf2ahlah2 + af22 (Dahl2 + 5ah22)

4af2 (afl (4ahl2 + 8ahl h2 + 3 h2(4 h2 - 25)) + 50 hl h2)~  fl2 (5 hl2 + 9 h22) - 8 fl f2ahla 2 +  f22 (9ahl2 + 5ah22)  

Reducing this term in Mathematica with respect to ahi, a i :

ahl > 0 A 0 < afl <
720(2178+  hl (67+ 6 hl)
78111 +ahl (3168+ 23ahl)

(4.69)

In this non-linear setting it is necessary to calculate all four thresholds for the exoge-

nous technology parameters with given other exogenous variables to obtain the set of

feasible general equilibrium locations.

A very important fact is that - as it has already been mentioned before - wherever

the blue plane on the bottom is visible, one of the production goods would have a neg¬

ative equilibrium volume in home production. Again, these are not feasible settings,

there is no economic sense.28 Therefore, one can argue that one finding would be:

Hypothesis 2. Only if technology parameters (aij) are rather similar coimtrywise,

trade will lead to a feasible general equilibrium solution.

28The same results occur for all different numerical examples tested.
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An other figure to illustrate hypothesis 2 is the plot of figure 4.4:

Figure 4.4: Volume of production of xi with Xhi (red) and xfj (blue) at cv/i   30,
/i2 = 33 and a/2 = 30.

This is a cross section of figure 4.3 at a/i = 30. Obviously, the home technology

Parameter for production of good one (o:/,i) has to be in between 22 and 40 to guarantee

a feasible general equilibrium. At ahl ~ 33, the lines cross because here no country

has a comparative cost advantage, which means that both countries produce in the same

amount of good one. The exact values can be calculated with the equilibrium wages

from h and /. That is, solving the general equilbrium with ah2 = 33, ay i = a/2 = 30

and the demand and endowment factors as before, the equilibrium quantitites of x i

and x i are:

43527 - 1069 hl _ ahl(121ahl - 1560) - 25839 _
Xhl = ahl(7ahl - 132) + 7623   6(ahl(7 hl - 132) + 7623) ~Xf1 

ahl = 32.613075155. (4.70)

This implies a wage at home of Wh = 0.0287314 and abroad of Wf = 0.031234 that

offsets the absolute cost advantage in good one for country /.

The following 3D plot in figure 4.5 shows the production of all four firm types in

the two sectors. Obviously, both good markets show a higher production in h if the
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corresponding ahj are lower, i.e. the home country is more productive. This plot shows

again the claim of hypothesis 2.

¦tit -10

Figure 4.5: Volume of production of Xhi (red), .x/,2 (light blue), xji (green) and Xf2
(brown) at a i = 30 and af2 = 30.

Figure 4.6 shows that the production of a certain good correlates positively with the

production of the other good in the other country, which indicates beneficial specializa-

tion and trade of the relatively advantageous good. The black line is total production,

showing that Ricardo is still right: with a comparative cost advantage in good one,

total (world) output is highest if the home technology parameter for good one (a/ ) is

on the border of feasability and total specialization occurs.

4.5.2 The Effects of Trade

There are different effects that affect the general equilibrium when moving from au-

tarky to trade: On the one hand, the two product market duopolies become quadropolies.

This, as shown in f.e. (Ruffin 2003a), should increase output and welfare due to a

competition effect. On the other hand, complete specialization, which would be most

productive in terms of linear production cost, would lead again to national duopolies

serving the integrated world market for the two goods. Therefore, the hypothesis is that
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Figure 4.6: Volume of production of xhi (red), xh2 (blue), xji (green), Xf2 (orange)
and positive total production Xi + x2 A xij > 0 (black/filled) at otfi = 30, 07,2 = 33

and caf2   30.

the highest output will be produced when the firms of the country with the competitive

disadvantage just stay in market, i.e. their profits are zero and thus both sectors remain

in a quadropoly. I call this the competition-focused specialization. This is a neces-

sary addition to the comparative cost of (Ricardo 1817) and its further Investigation

in modern economics by f.e. (Samuelson 1964) and in an oligopolistic equilibrium in

(Ruffin 2003&) and (Neary 2007).
The rest of this section will compare the following three cases: Autarky, complete

and competition-friendly specialization. The approach is to take the used parametriza-

tion for endowments and exogenous factors and let some technology parameters move

freely to determine the thresholds for non-negative profits and production. First, three

of the four technology parameters are being set. In this case to a/,i = a/i = aj2. All

three technology parameters are fixed to the same value to see the comparative advan-

tage in a changing a /j2 more easily. The next step is to search for a general equilibrium

in the Cournot and autarky case and fix all exogenous parameters except the important

0 ,2  Later, this will allow to search for threshold levels of this 07,2 that make home of

foreign profits in sectors one or two negative, which would drop out home or foreign
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firms in that industry respectively. The last Step is to calculate and compare income

v?, wages wh & -in/ and profits  /, & 11  of the competition friendly scenario at these

thresholds to obtain information whether it is more beneficial than the case of complete

specialization and/or autarky.

The setting of exogenous parameters is the following:

--= 10 Or HII(N j? CO0

a2 : 80 Ah = 50 A/ = 50

A = OOr H Fh = 0.001 Ff = 0.001

Q ii = 30 dfi = 30 P to
li COO

Given these parameters the autarky and cournot general equilibria from tables 4.2 and

4,4 - 4,5 respectively can be solved. For the cournot quadropoly case, the four profit

functions, depending on ah2 only, are:

21493 , 206850 - 20ah2 50(11025 + 344ah2)
3500 + 44100 - 840ah2 + 49ah22 52500 + cvh2(760 + 43oh2)  

(4.71)

11*2

n i

H/2

1 70(285 + 8ah2) 368550 + 3440ah2 _~ 500   6300 + Q h2( 120 + 7ah2) + 52500 + ah2(760 + 43ah2)  

8956 33600 - 1970ah2 8610(-115 + 8ah2)
37625 + 44100 - 840ah2 + 49ah22 + 43(52500 + ah2(760 + 43ah2))  

456854 33600 - 1970ah2 170(-248955 + 586ah2)
338625 + 44100 - 840ah2 + 49ah22 + 387(52500 + ah2(760 + 43 h2))'

The corresponding plots are shown in figure 4.7. Intuitively, the higher 0*2 the

higher are profits for home firms in sector one (11*1 - red) and foreign profits in sector

2 (II/2 - brown) and vice versa for 11*2 (green) and IT   (blue). Obviously, profits are

highest at the boundaries of the (feasible) middle part that is shaded.

The question is now where do these profits line cross the x-a is, i.e. where are the

non-negativity threshold levels for firm profits in the given System. To calculate this,

we take (4.71) to (4.74), set them > 0 and then solve for  h2. This gives exactly that

(exogenous) levels of a*2> where firms Start to make non-negative profits, which means
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n,j

Figure 4.7: Profits of nw (red), n/i2 (green), 11/, (blue), n/2 (brown) and total profits
E (black) at ahl = 30, an = 30 and a/2 = 30.

survive in the given general oligopolistic equilibrium. This is:

'hl > 0 - ah2 > 22.7837, (4.75)

0AI< ah2 < 36.1295, (4.76)

> 0 £T/i2   40.1257, (4.77)

J2 > 0 - ah2 > 22.0262. (4.78)

From the two lower and two upper bounds for a/,2 in (4.75) to (4.78), the smaller (and

therefore relevant) boundaries determine that:

22.7837 < ah2 < 36.1295. (4.79)

Only if (4.79) is fulfilled both home and foreign firms in both sectors operate and we

have two Cournot quadropolies.

The next Step is to ask the following question: Starting at maximum competition

friendly specialization, that is ai,2 = 22.7837 or 0:7,2   36.1295, does a  hift towards

a more efficient production by pmducing the goods only in the country with the com-
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parative advantage lead to an increase or decrease of income?29 To do so, we need

another form of international equilibrium, one with total of production of one good in

the comparatively advantageous country, or x i = Xf2 ~ 0 it ahi/ah2 > a/i/a/2 or

xh2 = Z/I = 0 if ahi/ah2 < afl/af2, This only changes the supply side of products

in tables 4.4 - 4.5 to:

cii   td/j 0.7,1 A
11 = 2 3 , A 0a2

2   2
Wfttf2X

3 62

if 0 ,1/0 ,2 > 0 1/0/2,

nai   WfOifiX
1     OL36i

A Oß2
x2   2

WhOthi 

3b2

if Oihi/oihz < 0 1/0 2.

(4.80)

(4.81)

Additionally, sunk cost shrink by 2Fh + 2Ff since the number of firms drops from

eight to four. The mathematica setting of this can be found in appendix 7.

The solution for o i = a i   af2 = 30, = 22.7837 is:

Autarky

(   -> 3.57592  2 -> 0.858084 xl -  1.49611 x2 -4 2.41912  

44.8833, l2 -4 55.1167 w -4 0.0294994 A -4 65.0389

Hi -4 0.170078 n2 -4 0.447894 n -4 0.617972 pi 1  

29The term income in this matter should be taken as an equivalent to measure wealth and welfare.
The distribution of income between wages, profits and fixed cost/investment at home and abroad are
subject to the analysis of the Stackeiberg equilibrium.
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Competition focused specialization

(   -)¦ 3.60063

x  -> 1.4413

ki 4.79975

Wh 0.0329166

n2   0.307513

n/2 -»¦ 0.00196895

p2 -»• 0.904987

x2 2.20925

i/i -> 43.2389

wf -> 0.0295792

n« -  0

E -> 0.467837

*1    1.60129

a /i2    1.98388

i 2 -4 6.76115

A -4 63.9871

h2 -4 0.305544

Pl -4 1

X i -4 0.159992  

s 2 -  0.225372

lh2 -4 45.2003

Hi -  0.160324

H/i -  0.160324

Full specialzation

( 9 -4 3.67796

Z i -4 50

A -4 63.3333

p2 -» 0.916746

lh2    50

El/! -4 0.217298

x i    1.66667

-4 0.0326257

Ilh2 -4 0.378005

a;2 -4 2.19394

vf -4 0.0289474

n -4 0.595303

V  1 /
In the second boundary case with ah2 = 36.1295, the income values are  autm ky  

3.2308,   competition focused   3.40415 and full specialization (all xi in h and all x2 in

/):

( V -> 3.33333

i -4 50

A -4 63.3333

P2 = Pi -4 1

i/2 -4 50

Ilhl -4 0.217298

Xi -4 1.66667

wh -  0.0289474

n/2 -4 0.217298

2  > 1.66667

Wf   0.0289474

n -4 0.434596 j

This leads to the result that the old Ricardian idea of comparative cost advantages

and specialization still remain under oligopoly, as also noted by (Samuelson 1964)

and (Ruffin 2003(?). The latter case of ah2 = 36.1295 is of course one, where no

absolute cost advantages can be relatively exploited (since the weaker good is not pro-
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duced at all, whereas it is exploited in the first case when = 22.7837 and that

is > 30). This case even shows both cases, the first one shows the importance of

the comparative cost advantage of trade by clearly stating: The more trade and spe-

cialization (even with loss of competition), the higher the income. The second case

draws a different picture: The loss of competition cannot be compensated by a rela-

tively more efficient production, when countries fully specialize since in the second

case competitionfocused = 3.40415 >  fuiiyspeciaiized = 3.33333, but this is due to the

fact that there exist no absolute cost advantages in good x\, so this result is only deter-

mined by a competition effect without the ability to produce more effectively overseas.

Therefore:

Hypothesis 3. If there exist comparative cost advantages, full specialization has a

higher (positive) impacton income than the (negative) loss of competition. Absolute

cost advantages in at least one good (non-identical technology for the two countries)

are a necessary condition to utilize this positive effect of specialization. In any case,

trade leads to an increase in income, either by fostering competition (even in the ab-

sence of absolute advantages) or by exploiting productivity gains (in the absence of

increased competition).

Findings for hypothesis 3 second (Samuelson 1964), since in most cases absolute

cost advantages in at least one good exist, i.e. countries are different in their technol-

ogy-

4.6 Equilibrium and Market Leadership

4.6.1 One Leader and Three Followers

If one of the home firms choses to invest G  to speed up the process of gathering Infor¬

mation on foreign fixed cost, the System enters Stackeiberg competition as explained

in detail in section 4.1.2. This is in this form a novelty to the general oligopolistic

equilibrium, especially in a case that can be closed due to the properties of feedback

limitation, linear and perceived demand. Before going to the actual calculations, one

may ask what the expected outcome could be: First, since demand is linear the Stackel-

berg case should lead to a higher equilibrium quantity and lower equilibrium price just

like in the partial equilibrium case. Second, the higher equilibrium product quantity
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asks for more labor, the input factor, which does of course not change in endowment.

Third, profits of the new leader (may) rise but profits of the followers should shrink,

therefore we cannot see a clear effect on profits and therefore also not on the lump sum

income which consists of profits II and fixed cost/investment  s, which rises by Gj

by the multinational industry leader.30

Leaving the detailed analysis of the Cournot vs. the one or two leader Stackeiberg

case up to section 4.6.3, the one leader case uses demand in the same way as before,

the supply side of countries h and / are now differently organized and firms optimize

according to the setting in section 4.3.1.3. That sets up the general oligopolistic equi-

librium in tables 4.6 and 4.7. The general solution, which is getting much longer due

to the Stackeiberg competition, can be reviewed in appendix 2.3.1.

Again, a few plots help us to understand the result. Figure 4.8 shows the same pic-

ture as Cournot competition: Ricardian cost advantages and subsequent specialization

yield highest Outputs (left boundary of the feasible set/shaded area).

Doing the same calculation on thresholds of positive production for all firm types

as in section 4.5.2 shows that in the Stackeiberg case with given exogenous parameters

except 0.7,2 has a smaller interval on home technology in sector 2. This is due to the

weaker power of sector one at home, which now faces high demand for labor by the

Stackeiberg industry 2 and has a relative disadvantage with a low 0 ,2. Also wages

have to be calculated to search for changes from Coumot competition.

J25.0981; 37.9787[   xtj > 0 for j = l,2 l = h, $.82)

]22.7837;36.1295[   > 0 for j   1,2; f = fi,  4.83)

The outcome also confirms Intuition on equilibrium quantities. Figure 4.9 shows

that the leader always has a larger output than the follower, which must not be mis-

taken for non-existence of a second-mover advantage, which depends on profits and

not quantities. A sufficiently high Gj may show a second mover advantage in section

4.6.4. Additionally to (dis)advantages due to given endowments of labor and/or tech¬

nology parameters though, the follower in h may face a higher factor price due to high

30I will continue to use the term industry leader, although Stackeiberg himself has always spoken of
the independent position, whereas the followers were describes as the dependent firms, so also the
German original (von Stackeiberg 1934) never spoke about a Marktftihrer and -folgen

aStackeiber qlleader
h2 €

aCournot
h2
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Table 4.6: Trade with one Stackeiberg leader

demand

supply

2 product markets

Xi =ai- iA

bi

X

..  02-P2A
X2 b  

0 ai- -2wfQ fiX Sw ahiX
Xhl = 2  56  

leader _  a2+2tu/a 2A-3 ; a/i2A
/i21   262

follower   g2+2t»/af2A 3u)) aA2A

X

h22 8b2
__ n ai+2w) Q)ii A 3tt> a/i A

/l     56i
follower rj  2 G  1  a  2 A|5mj/i ah2 
f2 ~~ Z 8b2

%hU ~ xhl2 ~  

leader
xh2   xh2l'" + Xh22

xfll =  /12

follower

xf21   xf22 ~

/1
2

/ ollower
':J2 

X\   Xhl + Xfi

x2   xh2 + x}2

factor market

demand Ihl = OihiWh

lh.2 &h2 w

l = anwf

lf2 CXj Wf

supply Ah

/

market Clearing ft, == hi +  .2

Af == lf\ + i/2
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Table 4.7: Trade with one Stackeiberg leader continued

income equations

consumers $   re/, A/j, + wjAf +   + Q

! 2 = 4A/, + AFf + Gf

firms n = nh + nf

ü/ii = (pi - Cki)xhl - 2Fh

Jl ader =   _ ch2)xh2l ~ Fh - Gf

n/ Ho  ,. = {p2 _  

H/i = (pi - Cf Xfi - 2Ff

Iifsfower = (ft - Cf2)xS2 - 2Ff

II/, = ri/,1 + nh2

Y leader _j_ jj follower

ii  = ii/i + n/2

C/,1 = OLhiWh

C/,,2 = Cth2Wh

Cfi = OtfiWf

Cf 2 = CXf2Wf
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- j

Figure 4.8: Equilibrium quantities of xhi (red), (green), x{t22°wer (yellow),

Xfi2 (orange), xji (blue), xJf2lowers (brown) and total production aq + x2 A xij > 0

(black/shaded) at 0 ,1 =071 = a/2 = 30.

demand for labor by the industry leader. This will also be discussed in detail section

4.6.3 on the effects on market leadership.

4.6.2 Two Leaders and Two Followers

If both firms in sector 2 in h decide to undergo foreign direct investment and thus

gain informational advantage on fixed cost in the other country, the System is one with

Stackeiberg competition between two leaders and two followers, where both leaders

and both followers decide on their quantities simultaneously respectively.

Leaving the strategy and general equilibrium analysis to the following sections, the

results in the manner of the previous sections are: Appendi  2.3.1 shows the general

solution. For given and unchanged exogenous parameters from previous sections, the

corresponding plots show a typical result. Figure 4.10 shows that the leading country

h can produce more of good two, even in general equilibrium, even if there exists a

comparative advantage by country /.

A very interesting plot and calculation again is the region of a feasible production

set. With the method of previous sections, the possible interval of ah2 at ahl = 0 1 =
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h2 llh!

Figure 4.9: Equilibrium quantities of xl er (red), (green) an<J xf lowers (blue)

at aji = af2   30.

Figure 4.10: Equilibrium quantities of xl  ders (red) and xff2lowers (green) at atji =

0 2 = 30.
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Table 4.8: Trade with two Stackeiberg leaders

demand

supply

2 product markets

xr-

x2-~

_ai piX"  

_ 0,2 P2 
62

0 ai+2wfafiX 3whafli\
Xhl _ z __

leaders     (I2~i~ wfaf2  ~ whah2 
Xh2 ~   362

r,ai+2w/la/llA-3wfafiA
xn   1  s 

followei's   a2-7wfaf2X- -6wilah2X
C/2 _ Z 962

XhU = Xhl2 ~  
leaders

xh2l ~ xh22

Xfl
Xfn   %fl2 ~  

yfollower

xf2\ = Xf22 =  2

X\   Xhl + Xfi

X2 ~ Xh2 + Xf2

factor market

demand h 
lh2 hl Ww

lfi = CXfiWf

lf2 = Oif2Wf

supply A/j

A/

market Clearing /,, == Ihl + lh2

A/ == Ifl + lf2
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Table 4.9: Trade with one Stackeiberg leader continued

income equations

consumers $   WhA.fi "1  WfA.f  f* II -|- fi

n = 4Fh + 4Ff + 2Gf

firms n   iift, + ii 

n/a = (Pi - chi)xhl - 2Fh

nleaders =   _ Ch2)Sft2 - 2Fh - 2Gf

H/i = (Pi - cfl)xfl   2Ff

UfolloWers = {p2 _ _ 2Ff

H/t = H i  + Uh2

ii/ = ri i + ri 2

C/il = CXhlWh

Ch2 = ah2wh

c i = a w}

Cf 2   af2wf
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g.  2   30 is!

aStackelberg2leader & ]25.4804; 37.9787[   Xtj > 0 for j = l,2\l = fl, $.84)

compared to previous results of

astackeiberg eader £ j25.0981; 37.9787[ > 0 for   = 1,2; Z = h, f,

aCournot e ]22.7837; 36.1295[   xtj > 0 for .7 = 1,2;/ = h, f.

Aij

Figure 4.11: Equilibrium quantities of xl ders (red), :f4° ou;e s (green), xhl (yellow),

Xfi (blue) and Xi + X2 A xtj > 0 (black) at ayi   a 2   30.
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4.6.3 Effects of Market Leadership

4.63.1 Effects on income

I will introduce a slightly different setting of exogenous parameters to highlight the

effects of market leadership in this section. They are:

&! = 10 b2 = 10 oi =80 0,2   80 Ah = 50  

Af = 50 Fh = 0.001 Ff = 0.001 Gf = 0.0005 ahl = 30

0-h2   29 ct/i = 32 q,  2   33

Obviously, the home country has a comparative cost advantage (and for sure abso¬

lute cost advantage in pure technology terms) in good two. The choice of technology

parameters to be rather similar is necessary to obtain feasible results, a Variation of

preference and demand values and labor endowment does not really the characteristics

of the results. The foreign branch, that can be build through foreign direct Investment

Gf, is cheaper than the headquarter plant at home. This is a common approach like in

(Markusen 2004). Section 4.6.4 will discuss threshold levels of fixed cost that make

EDI pay off or not. Let us take a look at the general equilibria with the given parame¬

ters:

Cournot competition in both sectors:

4  ->¦ 3.24409

xf\ 0.963477

lhl -  19.6792

wh -  0.0316199

n2 -  0.108104

n/2 -4 0.0244405

p2 -4 0.998908

a:2    1.62642

lfi -4 30.8313

Wf  > 0.0288906

nhl -4 0.0317197

n -4 0.210568

X  -4 1.61945

X 2 1.04555

lf2 -4 19.1687

A -4 63.8055

nfc2 -4 0.0836639

Pi -» 1

xhl -4 0.655973

Xf2 -4 0.58087

lh2 -4 30.3208

Hi -4 0.102463

Ufl -4 0.0707436

Cournot competition in sector one and Stackeiberg competition with one leader
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from h in sector two:

$ -> 3.21523

xh2der 1 02749

xh2 ->• 1.28437

lf2 -> 14.0842

A   64.5252

Uleader   Q.0394043

n 2 -> 0.012115

p2   0.974633

xfollower 0,256873

Xf2 -> 0.426795

lh2 37.2466

->¦ 0.107618

n/on0 er 0.00922606

n -> 0.168363

®i -  1.54748

xfl ->¦ 1.12237

/hi -» 12.7534

0.0322353

n2 ->¦ 0.0607453

nM 0.0486303

Pi -> 1

a: ,i    0.425113

a;2   1.71116

//! -  35.9158

wj -  0.0285321

nfcl -> 0.0120039

H/i -4 0.0956137

Coumot competition in sector one and Stackeiberg competition with two leaders

from h in sector two:

( V -*¦ 3.21094

xfi -4 1.14462

lhl -4 11.7834

wh -  0.0323204

n2 -4 0.0524906

n/2 -> 0.010704

p2 -4 0.971276

x2 -4 1.72303

l i -4 36.6278

w/ -4 0.0284826

nw -4 0.00993618

0.161791

xi -4 1.5374

aj/j2    1.31781

lf2 -4 13.3722

A -4 64.626

nÄ2 -4 0.0417866

Pi -  1

x ji    0.392782

a;/2 -4 0.405218

Zfc2 -4 38.2166

Hi -4 0.1093

H/i -4 0.0993642

The very first endogenous variable, T is bigger in the Cournot case than in the

Stackeiberg cases. That means in this setting, the switch in competition has a negative

effect on income. Using Ricardo s approach to check (in price terms), whether the
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switch brought a net increase or decrease of output:31

xf+p  -x 1-p    =

1.61945 + 0.998908 * 1.62642 - 1.54748 - 0.974633 * 1.71116 =

= 0.028860945 (4.85)

Equation (4.85) shows that in terms of value the Cournot case delivers a higher output

than the Stackeiberg case. It is just an other way of calculating from  I/ S'1 to 4 c since

0.028860945 is exactly that difference. Figure 4.12 shows that for the feasible area

of 4/, the Cournot income with given exogenous parameters is always greater than the

Stackeiberg case.

Figure 4.12: Equilibrium world income \& of Coumot competition (red), Stackeiberg
with one leader (purple) and two leaders (blue) for feasible  h2 (shaded) aiahi  
30, a/i = 32 and a/2 = 33.

What are the possible channels to decrease total income in the Stackeiberg case?

The calculation from (4.85) shows the loss from the production side, but this does 3 *

3'The superindices C, S 1 and S 2 refer to Cournot competition, Stackeiberg leadership in industry two
with one or two leaders and three or two followers, one or none in h and two in / repsectively.
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not allow a further decomposition for detailed analysis because here have the straigt

forward picture that a Stackeiberg oligopoly has a higher output and lower price than

before. What is interesting is what happens on the income (demand) side of that same

economy. Table 4.10 shows the effects on the demand oriented endogenous variables.32

Looking at table 4.10 and searching for a path to describe the loss in 4/ only allows

Table 4.10: Effect on endogenous variables due to switch in competition

Coumot -» Stackeiberg 1 leader -)• Stackeiberg 2 leaders

Pl © ©

ah © ©

a 2 © ©

Wh © ©

Wf © ©

II/ji © ©
jJeader © ©

U follower-A-leader © ©

n/i © ©

H/2 © ©

one answer:

H pothesis 4. A move from Coumot to Stackeiberg competition with one leader out

offo r competitors and further on to Stackeiberg competition with two out offour he¬

ilig leaders decreases profits in all sectors and all countries except non-leader country

32Mind that the case presented is just a single representative case but the non-linear and rather complex
relationship of endogenous variables is simplyfied tremendously by taking parameters for the exoge-
nous or all but one/two exogenous parameters. The author tested the critical relationships of variables
and general solution can either be found in the appendix or also requested in Mathematica formal.
With no further notion, a presented numerical case is representative for the set of feasible allocations,
there may though exist non-feasible allocations for which the findings may not hold but these are not
subject to research.
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profits of the non-leader ind stry, Le. 11 1. Therefore, a Stackeiberg case may in-

crease the volume and decrease the price ofthe pmd ct, but higher demandfor labor

(and through that wages) in the home countiy and higher profits in non-Stackelberg-

industries do not compensate for lower wages abroad, lower profits everywhere in the

Stackelberg ind stry and lower profits in the home non-Stackelberg industry.

The effects of hypothesis 4 are far-reaching. Sector one at home definitely has

lower profits since the higher demand for labor at home drives wages. That also means

that workers at home gain from an industry leadership of a home firm (if we leave out

the possibility of vertical differentiated multinationals that shift production abroad).

Abroad, sector one is also quite well off. The weakened competitors in h allow the

producers of good one in / to increase market share, which does not necessarily and

actually mean increase sales since demand is lower in the general equilibrium due

to the negative income effect of the switch of competition in one industry. Sector

two abroad is worse off. They are dictated by one or two leading competitors in h

and decrease production below profit maximization. Even the lower wage does not

compensate for the lower retail price of the product.

It is very interesting that not only when firm power (leadership knowledge) works

against market powers (comparative cost advantages and specialization) world income

is decreased, but also when firm power should drive countries to produce more (rela-

tively and absolute) of the good with a comparative cost advantage.

Looking at elasticities and checking what effect income has on Utility is another

analytical way to look at that problem and inteipret the findings. Utility is strictly

increasing in income, with Uc =  3.72308 > US1 = —5.44709 > US2. Elasticities

show a strictly elastic reaction on the price elasticity of demand. This will be discussed

in detail in chapter 5.

4.63.2 Effects onfeasible equilibria

As we see in figure 4.1 and equation (4.84) for one setting of certain e ogenous vari¬

ables, the switch from autarky to trade narrows the set of possible remaining exogenous

Parameters (in this case a ). The reason for this is quite obvious: In order to make the

comparatively disadvantaged firm survive and not be driven out of the market by the

other countries competitors, it must not be too disadvantaged, whereas in the autarky
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case, there is no other firm type that is better technologically equipped. Also in (4.84),

the switch from Cournot to Stackeiberg does change feasible values of 0:7,2. Reason

for this can be a rise in home wages wh due to the higher demand for labor since home

firms become industry leaders. For all cases of borderline feasible equilibria, the home

producer of good one is the lower boundary of positive profits and the upper boundary

in ah2 on home profits is the home follower in the one leader case and the leaders in

the two leaders case.

4.6.33 Trade patterns

Consumption can be decompensated if we assume that profits and fixed cost are lump-

sum distributed nationally, or:

whAh+i-Uh +  l )Ah +4Fh,
Afc + Af

(4.86)

+ (nl+,nf  + «7 + (Gf
Ah + Af

(4.87)

with C = 0,1,2 for C, Si,S2.

Equations (4.86) and (4.88) allow to calculate national incomes and then see what

share of world production is consumed in which country. Since the origin is know and

preferences are homogeneous intemationally, trade patterns are straight forward:33

= 1.69028,

= 1.55381,

«f/tf   52.1033%, = 47.8967%, (4.88)

33Mind that the superindices d and s refer to demanded (through income) and supplied (through pro¬
duction) quantities of goods one and two.
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*Z1 =: 0.843786, Kl) (4.89)

ty%/'&*x2 =: 0.847416, {Xh2) (4.90)

/\D * Xi == 0.775664, K ) (4.91)

4/  * x2 = 0.779. ( ) (4.92)

Equations (4.89) to (4.92) show the national consumption of goods one and two in h

and / respectively. Supply happens in the Cournot case as mentioned above in the

general equilibrium solution quantity array:

xshl = 0.655973,

xsh2 = 1.04555,

xsfl = 0.963477,

x*f2 = 0.58087.

Country one thus trades:

*«- 1 = -0.187813 =

xsh2 - xh2 = 0.198134 =

Country two trades:

xsfl - xdfl = 0.187813 =

xsf2-xdf2   0.198134 =

Equations (4.93) to (4.96) show again that specialized production happens in the Cournot

case inline with Ricardo s idea. The following comparison in the Stackeiberg 1 and 2

case will show if it also holds for market leadership. Mind that the market leaders op-

erate in a country with a comparative cost advantage, thus Stackeiberg should increase

11, 5973% import of world xi production, (4.93)

13.74436% of X   are imports,

12.1822% import of world x2 production, (4.94)

18.9502% of xsh2 are exports.

19.4933% of x  are exports, (4.95)

25.4339% of xj2 demand are imports. (4.96)



trade intuitively. Gases where leadership is in a country with a comparative disadvan-

tage and thresholds will be calculated in a general case (and again 0 2 as the floating

exogenous variable) will be presented in section 5.4.

For one Stackeiberg leader and three followers in sector two, income shares times

total production (demand as in (4.89) to (4.92)) are:

= 1.7002,

= 1.51504,

xdhl = 0.818298,

xdh2 = 0.904851,

xdn = 0.729182,

xdf2 = 0.80631.

Supply can again be read in the array of the explicit solution from page 107. In the

manner of (4.93) to (4.96), trade patterns are such that:

xhi ~ xhi = -0.3932 = 23.0003% Import of world x  production, (4.97)

48.0492% of x  are Imports,

xh2 ~ xh2 = 0.3795 = 22.1788% export of world x2 production, (4.98)

41.9422% of xsh2 are exports.

Country two trades:

xfi ~ x<fi ~ 0.3932 = 35.0318% of xsfl are exports, (4.99)

xsf2 - xd2   0.3795 = 47.0681% of xd2 demand are imports. (4.100)

Comparing these results to Cournot show that Stackeiberg competition leads to a

higher dependence on foreign production. In the Stackeiberg setting though, the higher

specialization does not lead to an increase in welfare. This does not contradict Ricardo

because specialization does not take place due to cost advantages (and thus productiv-

ity and efficiency), but only to power.
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For two Stackeiberg leaders and two followers, the results are:

= 1.70141,

= 1.50952,

xdhl = 0.814639,

xdh2 = 0.913,

xA  = 0.722762,

xd}2   0.81003.

xh\ _ xhi = -0.421857 = 27.4396% Import of world Xi production, (4.101)

51.7846% of xdx are Imports,

xh2 ~ xh2 = 0.404812 = 23.4942% export of world x2 production, (4.102)

44.3387% of xsh2 are exports.

Country two trades:

xafl - xdfl = 0.421857 = 36.8557% of are exports, (4.103)

xsf2-xd2 = -0.404812 = 49.975% of demand are Imports. (4.104)

For the Stackeiberg case with two leaders, specialization towards the Stackeiberg lead¬

ers intensify in (4.101) and (4.104), in this case it is also in direction of comparative

cost advantages.

Concluding, trade patterns follow a sound reasoning. That country with lower

(better) technology coefficients is able to generate more than half (at the same country

size/endowment) of the world income, see (4.88). In Cournot as well as in Stackeiberg

competition countries export that good that they have a comparative advantage in, with

Stackeiberg leading to more specialization than Coumot, but:

Hypothesis 5. Countries intensify exports of a good with a comparative cost advan¬

tage when firms in that country become market leaders, world income though de-
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creases. When firms gain market leadership with a comparative disadvantage, they

lower Imports and may even switch to exports with sufficient market power In the

latter case, world income drops even more rapidly due to inefficient specialization.

4.6.4 Endogenous Leadership Choice

The essential approach to the question of a net gain in profits for a foreign direct invest-

ment cannot be made by firms with the evaluation of the whole general equilibrium.

Since firms can only gain information on perceived demand and percolated information

on income and the foreign cost structure, they will decide on becoming a multinational

with fixed endogenous factors, i.e. in partial equilibrium. This leaves room for the

result to deviate from the anticipated one since a change in competition changes all

endogenous parameters. The question thus is how strong the equilibrium is affected

and how high the chance of a firm to have lower profits is than anticipated through

EDI. The Strategie momentum of own and competitor foreign direct Investment will be

analyzed from a firm perspective in section 5.4. A home firm that analyses the decision

if it should become a multinational faces the problem:

71 21   (P2 ~ ch2)%h21 Fh < 7 h21 ~~ {V  ch2)%h21 Gf, (4.105)

At and «  indicate that firms calculate with the realized values of the past and cannot

take into account the changes in income due to the switch in competition. The pre-

sented case fi es all exogenous variables to the values of page 106, the System though

is variable in ah2- Also the value of  2 remains unchanged from the Coumot case and

p2   0.998908 since the single firm cannot evaluate the whole change in the general

equilibrium System. For x2, the System changes in the distribution of optimal quanti-

ties but not in the amount. Why? I a certain period, firms decide to produce x  because

of perceived demand. Simultaneous solving of the System by the bypass of Negishi in

perceived demand means, that in the next period firms face demand to be x  again if

no exogenous parameter changed. Contrary, firms do not realize that they have an in-

fluence on demanded quantities except the partial equilibrium knowledge that a lower

price will lead to a higher equilibrium quantity, i.e. firms can derive demand except

<
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for the income parameters wf, wh and II. Therefore, the firm deciding to undergo FDI

and become a market leader can only work with the realized (and therefore demanded)

quantity of a; , from the Cournot case. As we have seen, the equilibrium quantity of

Stackeiberg competition is different but this will be discussed later on. Given these

Parameters of exogenous variables,

h--= 10 b2  10 OOOIIÖ a2 ~ 80

A-h = 50 > 1! 50 Fh = 0.001 Ff = 0.001

(*hl = 30 &h2 ~= 29 ct fi = 32 af2 = 33

we search for the threshold level of G/ for undergoing foreign direct investment that

makes the investment have a positive retum on profits in partial analysis. With these

results and the Cournot solution of the quadropoly:

Xh2 2
q2 + 2wfaf2  - 3whah2\

5Ö2

xf2
ria2 + 2whah2\ - 3W Q 2 

5b2

we obtain x\  1.6264:2. (4.106)

Result (4.106) is very important since this is not only the Coumot equilibrium quan¬

tity in the general equilibrium case but also the perceived demand for firms in the

simultaneous solving process. What the possible market leader knows now is that his

investment  / can change the distribution of x , what remains open is the general

equilibrium effect for him. The partial equilibrium part is nothing but implementing

Stackeiberg competition with the given parameters:

X2 = + Xh22 + Xf21 + Xf22. (4.107)
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This changes demand for the profit maximization of the leader to be:

leader
P2

0,2 ~  2
( S1 , a.2-b2x  +2wfaf2>L-3whOCh2> 

i21 + 4b2

X
(a2-62jgj1 2wfaf X+Wflah2 )

2b2 

A
leading to

.leader
7Th21

leader ...t I „Jeader r? /~i
P2 0.h2Wh)  'h2l Ph

Q ader _     _ a2 + 2wfaf2X - 3whah2X

Q ader ~ U    21  

rsi _
lh22 ~

a2 + 2w fOif2\   Siü/jQ /  
,

51 ___ „Sl
J }21 ~  /22

a2 - 6iUfaf2\ + 5iuhah2X
.

Inserting the values from page 116 for e ogenous variables yields:

(4.108)

(4.109)

(4.110)

(4.111)

(4.112)

leader
J h2l = 1.30693, (4.113)

si
Lh22 = 0.326733, (4.114)

rsi
21 = 0.0943954, (4.115)

Tsi
/22 = 0.0943954. (4.116)

Equation (4.113) can be substituted into the profit function for the Stackeiberg case

(4.109). Then, all the information except Gf of (4.105) is collected and the obtained

information on Gf is:

G/< 0.024093. (4.117)

This means that whenever G/ is smaller than (4.117), the partial equilibrium analysis

of firm h21 leads to the conclusion that Stackeiberg leadership pays off and the firm

will invest Gf and undergo EDI for know motives on follower fixed cost information.

Solving the System with leaving ah2 open yields for the threshold of G/ the quadratic
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function:

Gf < -0.0452698 + (0.00932939 - 0.000239227ah2)afc2 (4.118)

The corresponding plot is figure 4.13. In this plot, only positive values of G  make

economic sense (otherwise we would have a case of leadership subsidies with Stack-

elberg competition, a case quite close to (Brander & Spencer 1985)). Additionally, we

can see that the higher the comparative cost advantage for the home firm (the lower

ah2 gets down to ah2 ~ 20) the higher the threshold can be.

G/

Figure 4.13: Threshold level of additional fixed cost  / to yield a higher firm profit
with Stackeiberg leadership.

How big is (in this special case) now the difference between the partial equilibrium

anticipation by the firm and the general equilibrium solution? Table 4.11 presents the

differences in the price and quantity of the leader, the industry, the wage effects and

profits. This is in line with hypothesis 4. We see again a rise in wages and a (not

anticipated) drop in profits even below the Coumot level of tt  = 0.0418319. The

circled plus (minus) indicate a higher (lower) value than expected. This table shows

very clearly the importance of general equilibrium analysis for the research subject by

the significant differences to an isolated partial equilibrium point of view.

What about the threshold for the second firm to also become a multinational? There
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Table 4.11: Difference between partial equilibrium perceived solution and general

equilibrium solution

partial equilibrium general equilibrium

perceived sol tion equilibrium solution

leader
/i21 1.30693 1.02749 ©

1.82246 1.71116 ©

pI1 0.968184 0.974633 ©

Wh 0.0316199 0.0322353 ©
leader

1{h2l 0.0654249 0.0394043 ©

are two possible scenarios: First, both home firms may choose to invest abroad in

the same period, which implies a switch from Cournot to Stackeiberg competition

with two leaders. Second, firm /;21 is already a market leader and the second firm

may choose to undergo FDI. This second case has an important Strategie momentum:

If the second firm has a lower threshold to invest abroad than the first firm had out

of Coumot competition, this could be seen as a form of oligopolistic reaction as in

(Knickerbocker 1973). Contrary to Knickerbocker though, this would not be due to

uncertainty but to a very calculable decision. This is also research subject to chapter 5.

It may though end up in uncertainty if we allowed firms to have a parametrization for

risk that copes with the differences in their partial equilibrium analysis and the general

equilibrium analysis of their decision. In short, this may be an argument for/against

the phenomenon of firms undergoing FDI more likely if their home opponents have

done so, a case also presented by (Head, Mayer & Ries 2002) in a more analytical

framework and (Leahy & Pavelin 2008) in partial equilibrium.

Table 4.12 shows the possible scenarios. The beginning of this section showed

scenario a, a move from Cournot to Stackeiberg competition with one leader. Two

Stackeiberg leaders though can be the result of two different stages, either through

b directly from Cournot competition or through a   a from Stackeiberg competition

with one leader. Exactly this latter case of a   a would be oligopolistic reaction from
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(Knickerbocker 1973).34 Game theoretical thoughts on this problem follow after the

two cases b and a   a are being presented, where a   bis nothing but the choice of the

follower not to follow the leader abroad, i.e. no oligopolistic reaction takes place.

Table 4.12: Game tree of foreign direct investment

G/1

Cournot competition

f>\

1 leader

a/1 oligopolistic reaction - 2 leaders

b\ first mover advantage - 1 leader

2 leaders

The first case, both firms simultaneously decide to invest G  abroad to gain market

leadership is a move from Coumot competition to a two leader two follower Stackel-

berg competition. Firms can again only asses the influence on their profits from partial

equilibrium analysis, but .treat the general equilibrium effects of competition on in-

come and demand as non-existence, i.e. demand is perceived and does not change in

its structure. The calculatio of both firms of sector two in h is:

Kh2i = (P2 ch2)xh2i  h <  hli = (P2 - Ch2)xShli - Fh - Gf, (4.119)

< ah2wl 1 x   - Fh G

for i = 1, 2.

(4.119) takes again the Information from previous periods with no feedback Informa¬

tion on wages and income (general equilibrium effects). What firms know is that at the

Cournot setting, demand is elastically at given since e .2)P2 = <   1- This means

that firms may find G/ interesting because the firms possibility to raise market output

lowers prices but due to the high elasticity will raise revenue. New market output will

be:

xk = xleader |  leader
h21 + Xh22 +Xf21+Xf22- (4.120)

4Of course, also path b could be oligopolistic reaction in a fitting game setting.
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As in section 4.3.1.4, the equilibrium quantities are:

„S2 a2+2wfaf2\-3wilah2\ __  S2
xh21   362   xh22 >

S2 a2~ 7wfaf2\+6whah2\ _ n,S2
XJ2l   9b2 ~  /22'

With the setting of exogenous variables as usual (page 116), this yields the following

values for (partial) equilibrium quantities:

xh2i   xh22 = 0.871288, (4.121)

xf2i=x/22 = 0.0580917. (4.122)

As these equations show, two home leaders can nearly drive their foreign competitors

out of the market. What happens when the System of anticipated partial equilibrium

movements is calculated in a general equilibrium? Table 4.13 shows the difference

between anticipated and realized values.

Table 4.13: Difference between partial equilibrium perceived solution and general
equilibrium solution for Coumot to two leader Stackeiberg competition

partial equilibrium general equilibrium

perceived sol tion equilibrium solution

Jeaders
h2i 0.871288 0.658905 ©

x2 1.8587594 1.72303 ©

Pi2 0.962494 0.971276 ©

Wh 0.0316199 0.0323204 ©
.leader

7rh2l 0.0418319 0.0223933 ©

To evaluate whether there exists an incentive to undergo FDI of firms think that

their national rival will also do so can again be done by leaving a/,2 open and see how
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high Gf can be to fulfill (4.119). The solution for this (more general) case is that:35

Gf < -0.188852 +(0.0113361 -0.000170117a,.aHa. (4.123)

The corresponding plot is shown in figure 4.14. Figure 4.14 suggests that no level

Äh2i

Figure 4.14: Threshold level of additional fixed cost Gf to yield a higher firm profit
with Stackeiberg 2 leadership out of Coumot competition.

of ah2 allows firms to make more profits out of Stackeiberg 2 (52) leadership than

Coumot.36 The only level of feasible (non-subsidy or non-negative) Gf = 0 can be

obtained on the maximum of the threshold function in 4.14, that is at = 33.3186.

The implication of this is that:

Hypothesis 6. With positive extra fixed cost ofopening a bra ch abroad (and the know

implications on market power), a two leader Stackeiberg competition o t of Coumot

competition is not a dominant alternative for firms.

35 At this point it is crucial to remind again that the firms are identical in cost structure and products if
they choose the same Integration strategy, but their management cultures can be different. This does
not allow the (too) simplified assumption of firms always acting (fully rationally) in the very same
way in the same decision of undergoing FDI or not.

36In a partial equilibrium analysis but since we have seen that general equilibrium Solutions are lower
due to the effect of power concentration there is even less incentive.
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Of course, one should not make the mistake to think that this outcome could not be

a Nash equilibrium in this non-cooperative game if both firms assess the other firm not

to invest G/ and does invest it itself to try to become a single market leader (S ).

Game tree a a in figure 4.12 is Stackeiberg 2 (52) leadership out of a single Stack-

elberg leader Situation (oligopolistic reaction). The second-mover has a better (more

realistic) baseline of parameters Wh, w/ and A since firms already know the (realized)

general equilibrium outcome of the single Stackeiberg leader case ( 1), which is quite

close to the two leader Stackeiberg case. The second firm faces the calculatio:37

7 /i22   (P2 ~ ch2)xhl2   Fh <  22 ~ (P2 ~ ch2)xh22 ~   Gf, (4.124)

c (   ~ omm  4h - Fh - Gf.

In this case, p2, wh and A are taken from the last realized general equilibrium, the

Stackeiberg case with one leader. Elasticity at this level is still smaller -1, meaning

that firms would expect a rise in revenue due to the higher output, i.e. prices drop

slower than quantities rise. Total supply becomes (4.120):

„t  Jeader . „Jeader i i
X2   Xh21 +Xh22 +xf21+xf22 

Firms Xh22 knows that by becoming a multinational (with partial equilibrium exoge-

nous parameters) is a case where it would change its equilibrium (leader) quantity to:

rS2 _
h22  

q2 + 2wfaf2X - 3whah2\

out of =
a2 + 2wfOif2\ ~ 3wh0ih2 

8b2

(4.125)

(4.126)

Inserting all the Information on exogenous parameters except 0 ,2 from page 116 and

taking wages and the marginal utility of income from the one leader case yields the

quadratic function of:

Gf < 1.34746 + (-0.0834516 + 0.00129209aw)afc2. (4.127)

37The leader Xh2i is already locked in in the leader position, Gf cannot be abandoned.
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Equation (4.127) is plotted in figure 4.15: This result is highly interesting. Except for

c/

Figure 4.15: Threshold level of additional fi ed cost G  to yield a higher firm profit
with Stackeiberg 2 leadership out of Coumot competition for the second leader xh22 

one level of ah2   32.2933 where Gf has to be zero to make the second firm become

a Stackeiberg leader, positive Gf lead to a switch in the type of competition, i.e. firm

two decides to invest  /. The higher the comparative advantage in good two, but also

the the higher the disadvantage, therefore the higher the difference in relative cost, the

higher the possible price to become a leader for the second home firm.

This is very different to the other approach on Stackeiberg competition with two

leaders where there existed no incentive to do so out of Cournot competition. This

game path of staged foreign direct Investment in a sense of follow my leader behav-

ior as in (Leahy & Pavelin 2003) can be used as an explanation for Knickerbockers

oligopolistic reaction, now even in a case without uncertainty.38

Hypothesis 7. A home firm has no incentive to become a multinational (industry

leader) ifthe other home firm does so in the very same period - a move front Cournot

to two leader Stackeiberg leadership. This changesfor the next period, when there is a

38If we assume firms do not realize at all that their decisions will change wages etc. for the whole
System, what is implied be the approach in line with (Negishi 1961).
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rather high incentive for thatfinn to follow the leader abroad and also invest Gj. This

oligopolistic reaction is not the result of uncertainty but pure cost analysis (in partial

equilibrium).

Table 4.14: Difference between partial equilibrium perceived solution and general
equilibrium solution for one leader to two leader Stackeiberg competition

partial equilibrium general equilibrium

perceived solution equilibrium solution

S2
J h22 0.684995 0.658905 ©

X2 1.7397 1.72303 ©

p!2 0.97021 0.971276 ©

Wh 0.0322353 0.0323204 ©
.leader
h21 0.0227396 0.0223933 ©

Table 4.14 shows again the assumed results and the general equilibrium outcome.

The move of the second home firm to become a leader hurts the solely leader of the

previous period(s), but this Strategie interaction is subject to the following chapter.

4.7 A Condensed Version of the Three General Equilib-

RIA

Concluding the core chapter of the general equilibrium I will present a Condensed

form of all three general equilibria Cournot, Stackeiberg competition with one leader

and Stackeiberg competition with two leaders. The idea is to cut down the rather big

general equilibria to a form which contain nine, ten and nine endogenous variables in

the same amount of independent equations respectively. A detailed reduction of the

models - as this one is - has no dependent equations in the System. We want to solve

for the core variables quantities, wages and profits.
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The System of the Cournot case is:

/ n . ai+2tt faiiA St ahl
Zhi = 2 *  -r : 5&i

o ai 3u /an A+2tühöhi  
xn _ 2 * Sbl

i <31  Pl A
a hi + xn =

n a 2 +2 u  f a  A 3 oj  A
-h2 = 2 *  

n «2 StüfaoA-j-StUhQhiA
xn = 2 *  

hi +       5  

Pi * (»hi + »ri) +P2* (»H2 + »n) = Wh * Ah + w  * Af + U

Ah = a'hi * »hi + a 112 * »H2

Af = an * »n + an * »1 

{P2, »hl, »fl, »h2, »12, Wh, Wf, II, A}

In the Stackeiberg case with one leader:

»H21

»h2f :

/ a2+2ujfanA 3uJhOh2 
262

02+2 w f  t  A SuihQhiA_
n 02—6u /apA+5u hQh2A

»f2 = 2 *   -8  

1 1 02  2A»h21 + »h2f + »f       

oi+2uj anA—Sio OhtA
»hl = 2 * Wi 

n . oi 3iti/-anA+2u)hQhiA
x„ = 2 *   

1 o i—piA
»hi + »fi = b;

Pl * (»hl + »fl) +P2* (»h21 + »h2f + »f2) = Wh * A  + Wf * Af +  

Ah = «h2 * (»h21 + »h2f) + «hl * »hl

A/ = Ofi * »n + Q'f2 * »12

{P2, »hl, »fl, »h21, »h2f»f2, Wh,Wf, II,  }
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In the Stackeiberg case with two leaders:

*hl
n , a i +2wf an X 3 Wh Qhi A
* c-.5bi

r, , ai SiüfQriA+2a>hQhiA
zu     * 5bi

i Qi PlA
Xhl + Xfi = b   

r, Q2~i-2w f Ck|2 A 3uth h2A
xh2 = 2*  

Xf2
n a2   7wfa{2X-h6whO!h2 

- 902

a:h2 + *n=sa 

Pi * (a'hi + a;n) +  2 * (a-h2 + ato) = w/i * A/, + «i/ * A  + II

A/i = Q hl * Zhl + Q h2 * xh2

Af   Q n * xti + an * xq

{ 2,a'hi,a.'n,a:h2,a;n,ryh,w/,n, A}

With the solution of simultaneous solving for the equilibrium quantities respec-

tively for the three cases:39

39The solution to the other endogenous variables are rather bulky and can be found in Appendix 2.3.1.
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Chapter 5

The Economics of Strategy

5.1 Uncertainty and Non-cooperative Interaction

Section 4.6.4 endogenized the decision of a firm wishing to be an industry leader or

not. The two home firms are non-cooperative. When looking at the payoffs (profits of

the firms), it is obvious that firms play a prisoner s dilemma game like (Flood 1952).40

Table 5.1 shows the payoffs in a qualitative form. There are of course also different

regions of exogenous parameters, where, with f.e. a sufficiently high Gj there is no

incentive to undergo EDI.

Table 5.1: Payoffs in the foreign direct investment game, 1 period, Coumot competi-

tion as the Status quo

firm 1

Gf Gf

firm 2 ->G / O/O (C) ©/ee(si)

Gf ee/© (si) e/e (S2)

As the previous section made clear, being the only leader improves profits person-

ally and weakens the opponents position drastically. Being a multinational alongside

the Opponent though has no incentive directly out of Cournot (top left directly to bot-

tom right, compare figure 4.14) but has a very high payoff if the other firm is already a

40The term prisoners dilemma though was introduced by Albert W. Tucker.
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multinational. The latter case is oligopolistic reaction. Obviously, the Pareto efficient

setting from a general equilibrium perspective is Cournot competition (C) (-'Gf/-'Gf),

but the Nash equilibrium tums out to be Stackeiberg leadership by both home firms

(Gf/Gf) or (S2) since deviating from (C) is too interesting for each of the two firms,

leading to (S2) in one or more periods.

The game is not cooperative, eise if firms worked together, a one leader solution

would lead to highest profits for sector 2 in country h as the results on page 107 sug-

gest. This case of collusion is covered in a different setting of equilibrium (partial and

without Stackeiberg market leadership) in f.e. (Bernheim & Whinston 1990).

Hypothesis 8. In the given setting, the Na h equilibrium of both firms undergoing

FDI through Gf is not the pareto-efficient allocation (Cournot). In this way, a (tacit)

collusion would lead to an intuitively not obvious increased world income.

Additionally to hypothesis 8, it is important to mention the distribution of income:

Wage income rises in the Stackeiberg case but not enough to compensate for falling

profits. Therefore, workers gain from multinational activity more than shareholders of

the corresponding firms.41

The payoff matrix when moving from 51 leadership by firm 2 to either the same

Situation or  2 and firm 2 also undergoes FDI (oligopolistic reaction) is represented in

table 5.2. In this case, the incentive for a firm to follow the leader is very high, since

Table 5.2: Payoffs in the foreign direct investment game, 1 period, market leadership

firm one as the Status quo

firm 1

Gf

firm 2 -iG/ O/O (SD
Gf ©/© (S2)

it does not go abroad as a Cournot oligopolist but as a suppressed follower that can

41 In the case of the previous chapter, firm profits are distributed in a lump sum fashion, creating share¬
holders that need not be workers though would not change the System rather than making it more
complex with the same results.
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switch to a leader Status against the foreign competitors. The old leader, firm one, is

in a lock in Situation since she already has invested G/ and will remain a multinational

in any case. Firm two also has to face a significant drop in profits but due to the

leader Status it is also relatively good of compared to the foreign competitors. This

setting clearly is a case of oligopolistic reaction, where the incentive to go abroad is

much higher iff the other firm is already a multinational as in (Knickerbocker 1973)

and later (Head et al. 2002). Contrary to Knickerbocker though is the determining

factor not uncertainty about foreign cost in the first line but the possibility to gain an

advantage on the percolating speed of information, which means that uncertainty does

not remain for any firm no matter what strategy is chosen, but the speed of obtaining

this information (on 12) changes.

Hypothesis 9. Oligopolistic reaction incentives, i.e. to follow an other home firm

undergoing FDI, are tremendously strong in the given setting, even in the absence of

ncertainty (that are known to the firm in the perceived partial equilibrium point of

view). Although there is no incentive to reach Stackelberg leadership with two leaders

out of Cournot competition ( eefigure 4.14), the risk ofbeing a follower is high enough

to drivefirms to invest abroad as they can,

From a political point of view, it makes no sense to fester foreign direct Investment

in this setting if general welfare is the goal of interventions. Of course, if the aim is

to increase the wages at home, public incentives to invest abroad are favorable since

leadership by home firms increases the demand for labor and therefore the wages. We

may assume again that labor income recipients are not the shareholders of firms that

receive the profits. This is again a question of distribution of wealth that shall not be

discussed in detail here. A market solution for the welfare maximizing Cournot setting

in sector two is possible if assumptions are such that the folk theorem can be applied

as in (Rubinstein 1979). The grim trigger, the punishment one firm could threaten in

the infinite prisoner s dilemma would be that this firm would follower the deviators

strategy to invest abroad. A necessary assumption for this scenario would be that firms

can abandon their foreign production, thus both firms return to Cournot and stay with

that strategy. At this point of course, the game theoretical outcomes may vary heavily,

depending on the assumptions made and may not reflect the decisions made by actual

firms since the uprise of foreign direct Investment as a Strategie and cost tool.
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The investment abroad is a Strategie complement according to (Bulow et al. 1985).

If one firm undergoes FDI, the incentive for the other firm to do so is lower (since the

home follower Situation is very low in profits and at the margin of economic survival).

5.2 Industrial Organization and strategy

A typical viewpoint for the Strategie momentum of sector two would be to use &five

forces analysis from (Porter 1979). Table 5.3 illustrates the framework.

Table 5.3: Five forces approach

Entry

Supplier Power Internal Rivaly <- Buyer Power

t
Substitutes

The analysis focuses on the Strategie possibilities of a certain industry. The idea

is to analysis sector two and look for explanations for higher/lower profits of home or

foreign, leading or following firms from a business approach. Contrary to the general

equilibrium approach presented earlier, this is - due to a very different methodological

heritage and point of view - a very dynamic analysis. The literature on performing

this analysis besides the original 1979 papers can be found in a more economic lan-

guage in f.e. (Truett & Truett 2004) or (Besanko, Dranove, Shanley & Schaefer 2007).

Discussing the five factors:

Entry is a significant threat for firm under incomplete competition. The whole model

of monopolistic competition by (Robinson 1933) and also (Chamberlin 1933)

has the number of firms as the endogenous outcome in a general equilibrium set-

ting that is very common in international economics such as in (Markusen 2004).

For industrial economics and a focus on Strategie interaction though, monopo¬

listic competition does not allow a lot of discussion on strategy and interaction.

Models that work with any other approach on oligopolies either keep the num¬

ber of firms fixed as this model or leave the number of firms open, which is
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the desired way if one wants to show effects of competition with one type of

competition such as Cournot in f.e. (Ruffin 2003 fr).

The fear of entry is significant in two ways: First, firms working under incom-

plete competition face more firms dividing the same demand, which is nothing

but a lower market share for each single firm. Given the case of fixed cost and

linear variable cost, this means higher average cost per unit and lower profits

as long as profits are elastic to the price or £„# =| |> 1. Second, new

firms decrease the power of concentration in an oligopoly leading to a rise in the

consumer rent and fall in the producer rent (and deadweight loss), which can be

referred to as the positive effect of competition on welfare.

Fixed cost per se decrease the possibility of entry since they represent as a bar-

rier for new firms and protect incumbents. Entry cost marginally higher than

zero imply that one has to discard the theory of perfect competition with free

entry. One focus of this dissertation is that for research on industrial economics,

no sector has ever been found that allows zero entrance cost, thus perfect com¬

petition would be a methodologically wrong approach. If these fixed cost were

moreover implemented in a model that faces increasing retums to scale, it would

be even harder for new firms to enter the market since the returns to scale make

it even harder for smaller competitors to survive at given uniform market prices.

Also increasing retums to scale without fixed cost would have the same effect.

Other factors that affect entry are possible legal differences, either for all firms

of a certain country, such as in (Brander & Krugman 1983) even with Stackel-

berg competition, or for certain firm within the home sector (national Champion).

Leaming curves, capital knowledge that has to be acquired over time or network

externalities are possible but not relevant to this model.

Interaction between firms with respect to previous decisions is covered in the

literature on predatory pricing and/or price wars (Bertrand oligopolies), this is

definitely an interesting add-on to the given leadership non-cooperative games

and could also Implement Bertrand (in between all four firms per sector) but

would be a model on its own.

This model does not allow entry for simplification reasons, that are non-distoring

as (Wilcox 1950) has pointed out. Nevertheless, one should not forget the possi-
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bility of entry as an extra feature to the given general equilibrium. A partial equi-

librium analysis of Stackeiberg leadership with endogenous entry can be found

in (Etro 2008), the proof that general equilibrium can solved with n number of

firms in a limited number of sectors has been done by f.e. (Ruffin 2003b).

Substitutes are relevant, even though a five forces analysis does not directly investi-

gate demand. At this point, the (usually more theoretical approach) of economics

that in this case uses a general equilibrium is more sensitive to demand related

issues besides the pure bargaining power of consumers that are being taken care

of in the next bullet point of B yer Power.

Substitutes are not available in this model since the interest is in a general equi¬

librium Situation, in which the effects of different forms of competition are more

relevant than the fear of Substitution of products rise in their prices. Though, if

we allowed Substitution between goods one and two, the outcome would even

strengthen the effects of Stackeiberg competition and a further concentration of

the market since the Stackeiberg sector two rises sales through lower prices,

which means that consumers would substitute towards the Stackeiberg sector

good.

In a certain way, consumers substitute between goods, not very obvious from a

Strategie management perspective but very ordinary for microeconomics: Con¬

sumers maximize their Utilities. Therefore, at given market prices, they substitute

between goods such that they fulfill the second law of Hermann Heinrich Gossen

from (Gossen 1854) if and only if we look at an equilibrium: The marginal Util¬

ity of each product divided by its price is the same in the general equilibrium, or

mui _ MUz  n eqUiiibrium. This equation is guaranteed by Utility maximized

demand functions and the simultaneous general equilibrium solution.

Price elasticity of demand or e 2 p2 = = -3.93995 in the Coumot case42

is rather high, indicating that a possible new substitute good may attract a lot of

attention if it is cheaper.

Buyer Power assesses the power of downstream Industries or consumers on the sec¬

tor. It tries to measure the power of consumers in negotiating the price being paid

42Elasticity for all three cases of C, 51,  2 is always <  3.
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and thus increase the consumer rent by lowering the producer rent. In the given

model, demand (and thereby buyer power) is very limited in its interaction with

the industry since we have introduced perceived demand to bypass discussed

Problems of self-amplifying demand through factor payments. Further on, the

power of buyers cannot be significantly high since one assumption is (nearly)

perfect competition on factor markets, meaning that there e ists a high number

of workers and therefore consumers that have no centralized bargaining such as

a buyer union. Therefore, buyer power seems to be limited. Also, the number of

substitute goods is very limited (to one), meaning that although price elasticity

of demand is rather high, the possible channels to flee as a costumer out of sector

two are nearly non-existent.

Supplier Power is very low. Perfect competition on the factor market for labor and no

unions exist. Factor suppliers do not have a possibility to opt for price discrimi-

nation between firms, they are also not mobile intemationally. On the other hand,

there is one input available and needed only, meaning that in the case of a union,

the bargaining power increases tremendously. The model shown could have also

been formulated with two inputs, f.e. labor and Capital with constant retums to

scale, but for the simplicity of Ricardian trade pattems and non-tradeable factors,

this has not been chosen.43

Internal Rivalry is the attempt and tactics of firms within the sector to increase their

market share, not seeing that their decisions on strategies decides about sector-

exogenous factors such as wages, income and thus demand. This is definitely

the most Strategie point of the live forces since it decides whether a firm - is

Strategie management terms - goes for a quality or price leadership, tries to find

niches or Controls its rival by size when average cost are decreasing. In this

manner, the model is quite clear: The constant retums to scale do not allow to

gain advantage through pure size, which is overall a weak argument if we can

identify small firms being more profitable than their larger (and maybe more

rigid) counterparts in many real sectors. The rather small number of sellers in

43Assuming a Cobb-Douglas production function with labor and Capital as an input is hard to argue
if one has to make the assumption of immobile factors, meaning that Capital as an input cannot be
transferred intemationally. If it was, it would not change the outcome on a qualitative level.
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the market suggests that internal rivalry is quite low, but taking a look at the

general equilibrium outcomes teils us a different story: There exists quite a large

area (of a/,2 being variable and exogenous), where some firm types can survive

and others can not. This means that thinking about the System in a more dynamic

way, a change in a , f.e. through innovation, may drive out weaker firms. In

a different Interpretation, the firms being based in a country with a comparative

cost advantage (including wages), are technically able to drive their opponents

out of the market, in partial equilibrium point of view though. This is because a

low cost production would either mean a massive drop in profits or a strong rise

in their equilibrium quantity. While the first channel means a drop in income and

thus demand, the second channel forces the firms of sector two to get workers

from sector one, which is not a viable Option. If sector one firms do not set

their workers free in order to allow sector two firms to calculate with constant

wages, the firms of sector two would face a non-calculable higher wage in the

next period (the general equilibrium outcome).

What also heats up competition is that firms can not differentiale between their

products, branding is not possible. This means that neither any switching cost

within the sector occur for buyers nor that they could have/develop any brand

preferences. This also boosts the possibility of firms to undercut their oppo¬

nents price, which drives the given system towards a Bertrand solution, espe-

cially since the price elasticity of demand is high as mentioned before.

The switch to Stackeiberg leadership through the informational advantage of

percolating fixed cost from abroad would be a typical switch in the strategies

of internal rivalry. Firms from country / can only observe this strategy and

are assumed not to be able to defect the result. Of course, if they were able

to defect, they could signal this and thereby avoid any deviations from Coumot

competition, which is a typical setting in the literature on industrial economics

and agency theory.
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5.3 First and second mover advantage

There clearly exists an incentive for home firms of sector two to invest G/ abroad and

become a Stackeiberg leader in the given numerical setting. The presented general

equilibrium is a one shot simultaneous game, there are no time indices that would

allow a first mover (f.e. in period t) and second mover (period / + 1) calculus. In

general, a first-mover advantage would exist if a firm would earn higher profits from

going abroad at the very first possibility, or:

*?!*»>  **- (5-1}

A second mover advantage then would exist iff:

7r(t+l)h2j >  (*+1) 2?:   +  (t+l)h2j >  (t) hli +  {t+\)h2i-

Equation (5.2) contains two parts, the first one is an incentive to go abroad, a partici-

pation guarantee. The second part assures that the incentive to go abroad later than the

Opponent is more beneficial overall. If the second part of equation (5.2) can not be ful-

filled, but the first part can be, then there clearly exists a first-mover advantage. For the

given scenario of one Stackeiberg leader,44 there exists an area of feasible equilibria at

the left margin of figure 5.345, where home firms of sector one and foreign followers

in sector two could be driven out of the market. A systematic analysis of the Strategie

possibilities of each firm type can be done in a strength-weakness-opportunities-threats

(SWOT) analysis:

Home leader Given from the general equilibrium plot of figure 5.3, the leader

(and follower) can survive an area of comparative advantageous production (low

a/,2), where the home sector one production is not feasible. This is a very pow-

erful pressure on home competitors on the factor market from the other sector

since a shut-down of home good one production strengthens the leaders (and fol¬

lowers) position on factor markets. Compared to the home follower, the leader

is able to make good profits even if good two production becomes relatively

44This case is chosen since here we have the highest possible number of firm types in the general
equilibrium.

43This figure has already been presented in the equilibrium description context as figure 4.8.
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Figure 5.1: Equilibrium quantities of xhi (red), xl ter (green), x ower (yellow),

xh2 (orange), xfl (blue), xfffowers (brown) and total production aq + x2 A xij > 0

(black/shaded) at 07,1   a.fi = a/2 = 30.

expensive. Interestingly enough, leader and follower have to shut down their

production at the very same level of 0 ,2 (the intersection of the x-axis, the red

and green line).

The leader has to invest G/, which means that he is more dependent on expected

sales (from partial equilibrium analysis).

Home follo er The follower is in a rather weak position but more flexible than

the leader since this type can follow (undergo oligopolistic reaction) or not, a

Situation that may be better if risk aversion on expected and realized values of

partial and general equilibria analysis differ significantly. As mentioned above,

the profits of the home follower are very dependent on a low ah2.

Foreign followers x/ l The foreign firms in sector two gain advantage as the relative

cost of production good two in the home country rises. They can also survive

longer with a decreasing ah2 at the mentioned left margin of feasible equilib¬

ria.46 These firms are mostly threatened by foreign direct investment in their

46Mind again that feasible in this context means that all firm types survive. A Situation where certain
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country since this strengthens their competitors and weakens world demand (ex

post since nobody is able to foresee the effects on profits and wages). An oppor-

tunity for these firms may be the possibility to also undergo FDI in the future,

which would eliminate all informational time advantages of firms from h and

bring Cournot competition again. This benefits in two ways, first a strenger

relative position in the own sector and second a risen demand through higher

incomes that come with the Coumot solution.

Home sector one xhi Home sector one firms gain strength with a rising comparative

cost advantage, this also moves the System towards an equilibrium that makes it

harder for sector two home firms to afford Gf (which is decreasing in 07,2). They

are endangered by two movement: First, a drop in the relative cost of producing

good two at home (this indirectly strengthens foreign competitors in sector one

through weaker good two producers and this factor demanders abroad. Second,

foreign direct Investment by sector two firms increases the demand for labor at

home and thus factor payments for the same quantity produced.

Foreign sector one Xfi Interestingly, foreign production of good one is very endur-

ing concerning the feasible area of ah2. No matter what Situation we got on

sector two, these two firms make good profits: In a Cournot Situation, demand is

as high as it can be (except for perfect competition on goods markets), in a one

and two leader case, sector 2 competitors from / are weakened, meaning a rela-

tively low wage their country and letting the sector one production in / remain

lucrative.The biggest threat for these firms is the mentioned future possibility of

their sector two competitors on factor markets in /, because if the sector two in

/ may become capable of undergoing FDI as the competitors from h, demand

and wages rise in /. Still, this Cournot solution on sector two implies higher

incomes and thus also a positive income effect partly spent on foreign good one

production.

firms (national production of a certain good) drop out of the market have been investigated in the
previous chapter and are relevant since they are welfare maximizing to a Ricardian structure and
thinkable in global diversification.
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5.4 Industry Leadership

The industry leader can set the price earlier than the competitors due to the informa-

tional advantage as mentioned in section 4.1.2. This oligopolistic market leadership is

intensively discussed in industrial economics and can be found in most textbooks on

Strategie management since it occurs in multiple Industries (Philip Morris in Tobacco,

Nestle in food, Saint Gobain in cement, etc.). Oligopolistic leadership must not be

mistaken for a pure barometric leadership in which multiple firms set their prices ear¬

lier than competitors, but with a changing move order and just as a reaction to different

market condition. Barometric price leadership in this model would be that f.e. foreign

firms react faster to changing comparative cost advantages and change their Outputs

than home firms. Antitrust legislation never aims at barometric price leadership if

the price change is in line with exogenous parameter changes, but if it also becomes

a signal for other firms to enter some kind of collusion, it is as welfare harming as

oligopolistic price leadership.

Price leaders can use different channels to guarantee that their competitors do not

undercut their earlier set prices. First, they can introduce a most favored costumer

clause that guarantees the costumer to receive the same price for the homogeneous

product than from a competitor. As we have seen in the last chapter, this strategy is

not necessarily dominant if the leader has higher fixed cost and no increasing returns

to scale in the variable cost. In practice, it may be a sufficient deterrence not to enter

price wars if all firms live well under the leadership and those who do not may be

too weak (in their profits) to challenge the leader. Second, they may be in a market

where following firms simply can not differentiale at all (in terms of branding and

thus signaling) and just would lower their revenue by selling at a lower price without

touching the (set) market price.

The concept of industry leadership can be expanded to a very broad field of re-

search. Research and Development can be implemented as in (Etro 2004), market

volume changes and entry as in (Dawid, Kopel & Kort 2010) or (Etro 2008), product

differentiation (Zigic 2008) and others. In the given framework, one question on com¬

parative cost structure may be of special interest: How strong is the leadership effect of

Stackeiberg competition to exactly offset the profit disadvantage through specializing
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on the comparatively disadvantageous good? We have set the values of

ex hi   30 oc fi   32 ci  2   33

For no comparative cost advantage, the ratio of:

Ofl

Clf2

32
33

= 0.96
Q /ti

Oth2  

ah2 = 30.93749

(5.3)

(5.4)

Equation (5.4) implies that for all ah2 > 30.93749, country h has a comparative cost

disadvantage in good two.
The next Step is to calculate the intersection of profits from the industry leader

(Tr f  and one foreign competitors, f.e. 7r/2i, or with the result of the general equi-
librium analysis:

(enrf.
nh21

4385347212978400 - ah2(nh2(Qh2(3080439qh2 + 1703755) - 2929846557550) + 226876466638000)

1000(ah2(1629ah2 - 28160) + 1111760) (ah2(1891ah2 + 33735) + 1460410)

Qli2(ah2(ah2(l.89592 X 106qIi2 - 4.96891   IQ7) - 8.3199 X IO8) + 1.S094 X IO10) + 1.73535 X IQ1

Qh2(Qh2(Qh2(3.08044 X 10Gah2 + 1.70376   10 ) + 3.53137   109) - 3.61992   109) + 1.62363   101

To obtain the maximum possible fixed cost G  for a plant abroad that allows to make
the new leader exactly the same profits as its foreign counterparts, we can set 7rj 2 </er =
t /21 with two variables open, namely Gj and a . Solving this equation for the first
one yields:

e?    _ ali2(ah2((4.96874   107 - 1.899 X 106ah2)ah2 + 3.76184 X 109) - 2.4197 X IQ11 * * * * * * *) + 4.21181   IO*2
_ Qh2(ah2(ah2(3.08044 X lO alü + 1.70376 X 10 ) + 3.53137 X 109) - 3.61992 X 109) + 1.62363 X 1019

The corresponding plot is shown in figure 5.2. As we can see, the values for Gf are

rather higher (compared to headquarter fixed cost of Fh   Fh = 0.001) with values

ranging around 0.1 to 0.3 in the feasible area. The next Step is to take the already used

parametrization and set G/ = making a plant abroad being half as expensive as

a plant at home. This yields one equation of (5.5) = (5.6) with one unknown, namely

Olh2'

.leader
h21 Kf21,

ah2 = 31.5181. (5.8)

The result of equation (5.8) is the intersection of the red and blue line in figure 5.3. This
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Figure 5.2: Threshold level of Gj to allow the industry leader to receive the same

profits as its foreign counterparts

means that in the interval of a/,2 G [30.93749; 31.5181], home firms have a comparative

disadvantage in good two but the industry leader can use its power at given fixed cost

for its extra plant to obtain higher profits than the competitors in /.

What is also remarkable in figure 5.3 is that the follower has minimal positive

profits in the comparatively disadvantageous region. Besides the weaker technological

possibilities that are represented in a high  /,2, this is due to the oppressed relationship

with the industry leader and the relatively high wage in the home country since the

industry leader has a relatively high market share on the world market. Mind also that

profits are highest when  /,2 is low and just feasible (left top edge of the hyperbolic

top cut cylinder). Sector one of foreign firms makes remarkable profits, all over the

feasible area, his brown line representing one foreign firm in sector one makes higher

profits than the home leader in sector two. This also indicates that the Coumot industry

is much more charming for its firms than the Stackeiberg industry. In this sense, a

possibility to become a multinational is more or less also a bürden to enter Strategie

games that need not improve the absolute Situation of a firm, even though the relative

Position of the leader compared to its followers is a very strong one (even that only

applies if we assume this model to be rather static).
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Ij

Figure 5.3: Equilibrium profits of 7r n1fier (red),  { ,l2ower (green), 71721 (blue),   /ui
(orange),   /u (brown) and total profits   i + 7 2 A vr  > 0 (black/purple shaded) at
ahi   30, afi = 32 and 0 2 = 33.
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What can be criticized from a viewpoint of the economics of strategy is the as-

sumption that technology factors are exogenously given, not subject to change (which

would represent innovation and learning) or allow any insight on the reasons why cer-

tain countries seem to have core competency in some activities. The whole history of

a firm or industry, together with the trajectories to possible future change are cut down

to one factor that represents which good needs what amount of inputs (time, Capital or

eise) in which country. The central research question of the model in the previous chap-

ter is the influence of a changing mode of competition, that - for the sake of a general

equilibrium - needs some assumptions on demand and production to guarantee a single

equilibrium, eise the possible Interpretation lacks clarity. Additionally, the assumption

of a certain ceteris paribus, a static approach in which feedback mechanisms still exist

through the general equilibrium approach, is necessary to put light on the black box

of a System with more than twenty endogenous variables. What would be changed

through using a different formulation of technology, production and cost? Anything

but constant retums to scale favors either very large or very small firms but does not

change the effect on income of a switch from Cournot to Stackeiberg competition. It

may change the incentives to undergo FDI in the specific case, but the effects are the

same with a high probability, since the given model does not divert from literature on

Stackeiberg competition with endogenous R&D or changing taste of costumers. From

a pure strategy analysis viewpoint, the static technology parameters may even improve

the clarity of effects on relative market power, power concentration by a leader and

changing incentives to follower or not follower a competitors decision.

5.5 Oligopolistic Reaction

Frederick T. Knickerbocker introduced the term of oligopolistic reaction in his disser-

tation at Harvard University in (Knickerbocker 1973). The research question was why

firms follow their rivals abroad in the very same country, despite - as an empirical work

- there were sufficiently other countries that could have been chosen. Knickerbocker

proposed that a sufficient level of imperfection of competition, risk aversion and un-

certainty make firms follow their opponents. This research inherits one main common

feature with this work: Foreign direct Investment is neither motivated by serving a for-

eign market without paying (sufficiently high) transport cost, nor by using a relatively
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abundant factor from the FDI target country, but for a third and may most delicate rea-

son: Firms match their competitors decision in a Strategie interactive play. Oligopolis-

tic reaction is best defined in a formal paper following the everything but brand new

idea of Knickerbocker that formalizes bis descriptions by (Head et al. 2002): The de¬

cision ofone firm to invest overseas raises competing firms  incentives to invest in the

same country. Looking for oligopolistic reaction needs one crucial feature of Strategie

FDI: The Investments need to be Strategie complements. Only if one firms  decision to

invest the other country (/ in the model of this dissertation) raises the incentive for the

other firm to do the same (follow), we open the floor to a Situation in which one firm

initially does not invest abroad but as the home opponents does, it follows. Taking a

look at the first section of this chapter, it is pretty obvious that the given model gives

reason to act in this way: A firm may not invest in the first period, maybe because it is

very prudent and assesses the Cournot equilibrium to be one in which nobody can be

better off and is too afraid (risk-avers in a qualitative way) to propose collusion. One

competitor is motivated by more than just the qualitative data, more aggressive and

maybe less afraid and undergoes FDI. The result of this Situation is Stackeiberg lead¬

ership with one leader and the prudent firm being the follower from home. Of course,

this Situation makes this firm drastically worse off. The decision to also undergo FDI

may be made now, since uncertainty has vanished (the sales of the leading home Oppo¬

nent are tremendous) and the Situation got significantly worse, just as described in the

previous chapter in 4.6.4 when moving from Stackeiberg competition with one leader

to the case with two leaders. At this point, all of the firms prudence drops for a clear

need to survive the thomy Situation of being a home follower with minimal profits, as

shown before. The result then is Stackeiberg leadership with two leaders, the second

home firm has invested in oligopolistic reaction.

The concept of modeling uncertainty about cost with either home or multinational

production (or sales without transport cost t) would ask for a modification in the gen¬

eral equilibrium analysis. A short sketch of the answer as given in (Head et al. 2002)

would be to let firms formulate their profit functions in the very same way as in the pre¬

vious chapters and then assume that cost of production at home and abroad are unclear.

Utility of firms out of profits are:

Ufirms = -ex ~Xn. (5.9)
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A formulation of utility for firms as in (5.9) is necessary since firms are not assumed

to be risk neutral anymore, but also can be risk averse (or risk friendly). This is rep-

resented in A in (5.9). A firm is then - by definition - risk averse if and only if A > 0.

With the assumption of normally distributed profits, or t  ~ A (//,  ), a monotone

transformation as in (Mas-Collel et al. 1995) yields:

Bu = (5 10)

The key now is a so called benefit function that measures the expected gain from mov-

ing abroad (or opening a branch abroad for sale or in the case of previous chapters

obtain an advantage against the home and foreign opponents) versus staying at home,

or:

B = E™1 - =   DI - +   ( 2 Home -  2' D/) . (5.11)

Equation (5.11) obviously shows that in increase in the risk aversion makes firms move

more likely to that country with lower variance in profits. Contrary, a risk neutral firm

fully ignores the variance of profits and concentrates on means only. For everything

eise, and especially a detailed analytical result, it is necessary to measure the share of

firms serving the market (or the segregated markets as in (Head et al. 2002) - but this

has no significant influence on the result) from abroad by     nf/N. Then, the benefit

function is getting derived partially with respect to x, the share of firms abroad, or:

dB fd DI d ome  , A f da2 Home da2'FDI     

ÖC   \ d  d( ) + 2  d( d( ) '

The corresponding Version for the setting of this dissertation would be:

dB fd/i  1 dfi \ , A   d 2,s  d 2 <+1\    
dC \ d{ d<; ) + 2  d(  ( )  ,

Whenever the derivative of (5.13) and (5.12) are positive, there is oligopolistic reaction

since with a rising share of firms operating abroad (and home in (5.13)) increases the

incentive to invest in a plant abroad.

With a negative derivative of the benefit function though, EDI is assumed to be

a Strategie substitute, if the firm is risk neutral. Why? (Head et al. 2002) find that
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with risk neutral firms, (5.12) is negative. For their setting with segregated markets,

this makes perfect sense: Why try to seil the product cheaper to the same costumers

abroad like the competitors do, when prices at home, where the not-FDI firm could

earn a high producer rent, cannot he cheaper since the competitor moved away and has

to pay transport cost to ship products to the initial home country. Put shortly: If one

competitor moves its production away, a risk neutral firm has a more positive effect on

income at home than substituting production away to the other country (with additional

fixed cost).

The assumption of risk averse firms change further reformulation and transforma-

tion of (5.12). Without further analysis, the result of (Head et al. 2002) is that with a

significant level of risk aversion, a higher Variation (er2) makes firms follow their op-

ponents since the fear of losing outweighs the risk-neutral argument of higher profits

at home.

What is different in this dissertation is that (Head et al. 2002) show oligopolistic

reaction with the notion that it occurs only under rather tight assumptions that firms

are sufficiently risk averse,47 we have little competition and foreign cost are uncertain.

Little competition is also necessary in the Stackeiberg game for obvious reasons but

again, Industries with big players never show signs of perfect competition and can¬

not fulfill the necessary conditions to be treated as such. Conceming uncertainty, the

Stackeiberg approach of this dissertation is vague to a certain degree. On the one hand,

there is no uncertainty by assumption. On the other hand, there e ists an information

advantage by the leader compared to its followers. Although this is not uncertainty,

there exists informational asymmetry, which - to a certain degree - works in a rather

similar. What makes this work similar to Knickerbocker s and the subsequent ideas

is that it also shows FDI clustering, which has also been revealed in reality, f.e. by

(Kogut& Chang 1991).

,7In Standard agency theory literature, firms are assumed to be risk neutral in most cases, while humans
are not. This idea is not a simplification without reasons: Looking at the rise of modern Companies,
f.e. in the industrial revolution, firms act much more risk neutral and simply dare more as they cannot
lose their personal belongings but only Company shares. This change in incentives for entrepreneurs
changed the way firms acted and contributed a pari to the growth of economic output.
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